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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Manuel Penichet P has contributed to the dictionary with 1682 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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electrolinera
This neologism comes from the words electricity and gas station. It is a quick charging of batteries for electric or hybrid
cars by electric plug-in dispensers.

elefante blanco
When is crowned the Pope Leon X in Rome in 1514, the King Manuel I of Portugal you gave an elephant white brought
from the India of name Hanno. The Pope accepted the gift by courtesy and commanded him to make a special building
to keep him locked up in the Vatican.Since it is said that a white elephant is anything that costs a lot of money keeping
and has no value (is not).

elevar a escritura publica
Elevate is a verb that means to do something to occupy a place most high, important or formal.The writing public is a
document that formalizes a notary public to give greater security legal at the same.Therefore raising public deed a
document, then formalize and give legal certainty to the document before a notary public.Also be used say quot; writing
quot; rather than rise to writing.

elmer
Elmer is a name of Anglo-Saxon origin and means which is noble and famous.

elvenar
Elvenar is the realm of the Elves. The Elves are geniuses of the mythology Nordic that symbolize the forces of the
nature, especially them phenomena atmospheric.English Elf elf is said and the plural is elven. From there comes the
origin of elvenar.

emojis
Is a term Japanese that means image. It refers to the ideograms or characters used in e-mails and web sites.

emoticono cara al reves
Emoticon or smiley is a neologism that comes from the English words quot; quot emotion; and quot; icon quot;. They are
characters that represent a human face expressing some emotion. Also referred to as masks or gestural icons. If the
face of the emoticon appears upside down, just turn it to straighten.

empatía y simpatía
Empathy is the ability to identify with another group or person, putting in place and perceive what feels like.Sympathy is
a feeling of emotional inclination towards someone or something. It is also the character of a person that makes it
attractive and pleasant or participation in joy or pain of another.

emprendedor de sofa
As sofa furniture comfortable, appropriate and pleasant to read, talk, watch TV or simply lie down to rest, is associated
with the ideal of perfect relaxation and inactivity. An entrepreneur sofa is therefore a person who intends to do
everything necessary to carry out any activity without any effort from the comfort of a sofa.  In the majority of cases, is
someone who only plan to do something but do not take the trouble to act, whether by tiredness, laziness or lack of
motivation.



en bolo
The bolus dose is a single dose of a drug or other substance administered quickly during a short period of time. He is
usually given by injection or infusion into a blood vessel, also can be administered orally.

en el carnet de conducir 01
License is the permit or licence to drive a vehicle issuing authority so that a person can do it legally. Probably the
<strong><em>01</em></strong> refers to the type of license or permit to drive only certain vehicles or several of them.
For example, motorcycles, automobiles, buses, truck load, etc. If does not appear on the card what it means, it is
necessary to investigate it in the corresponding transit Department...

en stock
It is an anglicism, i.e. it comes from English <em>quot; quot; stock in</em> which means in existence.  It is a term that
is used in shops and businesses to say that goods or products available in the warehouse for distribution and sale no.
Example: is exhausted the existence of laptops, already not there are in stock.

en un santiamen
Do something in a jiffy means do it very fast, in an instant, that will be done in a very short time.Jiffy comes from two
Latin words <em>Sancti </em>which means Holy and <em>amen </em>which means so is.Before, when the Christian
prayers in latin, praying said at the end: <em>In nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti, amen (in the name of the father,
of the son and of the Holy Spirit, amen).</em> As I said very fast and at the same time is persignaba, the two last words
almost were pronounced together. Sanctiamen, which later changed to snap.

enano fascista
Fascist in pejorative sense is called intolerant, authoritarian and racist, someone who despises the minorities.Dwarf is a
very small person, but is also used in figurative and family sense as a nickname affectionate towards children.Fascist
dwarf would therefore be a child or small person with extreme or radical ideas.

enfeudamiento
The enfeudamiento is the action of enfeudar.  Enfeudar is a verb that means to deliver a good or a right to title of
stronghold.  The stronghold is a land, area or plot in which someone exerts great influence or domain.  By extension,
also called stronghold anywhere on which there is some power or domain.  For example: business feud, religious feud,
economic stronghold, etc.

enrutar
In computer science, routing or routing (routing in English) means putting en route, route or direct connection to a
specific computer that provides a service or software to connect through a port. It refers to the selection of the path in a
network of computers to send data.

ensalada en jerga
In Peruvian slang, salad means sound or quiet person.

ensamblar una carroceria
Assemble is a verb that means quot; join, join several pieces which fit together quot;. The body is the part of the vehicle
on the frame or chassis serves to accommodate the engine, passengers and cargo. Therefore, assemble the bodywork
means fit and join the bodywork of the vehicle frame.



ensarte
Thread is the action and effect of thread. The verb thread has several meanings.1) passing through a wire or wire
several things. Example: stringing pearls in a necklace.(2) threading a needle. Pass a thread through the eye of a
needle.(3) pass through something with an object sharp. Example: Del toro ensartó Horn.(4) in sense figurative, means
tell many things in form continued.In some countries in Latin America means fool, do fall into a trap or lie.

enterovirus
Enteroviruses are a group of viruses that are housed and live in the intestines, causing certain conditions such as fever,
colds, diarrhea, abdominal pain and vomiting.

entoroto
Dualism is a philosophical doctrine which asserts the existence of two Supreme principles: good and evil (entoroto and
sentoroto) by whose action explains the origin and evolution of the world.  Entoroto and sentoroto are equivalent to the
words <em>yin and yang </em>in Chinese philosophy. Entoroto is also the name of a city or town in southern Kenya.

entrale a un tio o tia
It is an expression used in Spain to imply that it is intended to approach or addressing a person to know.Are you called
uncle or aunt in Spain to any person or individual, known or unknown.

entre pisco y nazca
Pisco and Nazca are two cities of the Peru, but it is also the name of two spirits, pisco is brandy of grape and the nazca
is sugar cane liquor. Be between pisco and nazca is an expression that is used in Peru to indicate who is drunk, drunk. 
The term arose as a result of the binge that occurred when two spirits were mixed.

epicfail
Epic fail are two English slang words that mean quot; failure epic quot; to give to understand that is is of a failure very
large, special or memorable.

equimotica
Ecchymotic refers to the bruising.  Ecchymosis is a stain on the skin as a result of an internal spill blood in the tissue
subcutaneous (under the skin).  It is considered one minor injury caused by a simple bruise, blow or compression
without outer wound.  You can locate on the skin or in the mucous membrane.

er caló
It's a word or Andalusian expression that means the heat of less than 40 degrees. In Exchange, quot; the calo quot; It
refers to the heat of more than 40 degrees.

eran malu
Was malu is a term used in the santeria Cuban whose meaning is quot; meat of cow quot;.

erbedal
The Madroño or erbedo in Galician, is a shrub with leaves similar to the laurel, whose edible fruit is red on the outside
and yellow on the inside. A field cultivated and populated with quot; erbedos quot; It is called erbedal.

eres un rata



Being a rat is one way family say stingy or greedy in Espana.tambien is familiarly used to refer to a thief, commonly
called thieves.

ergido
That Word does not exist or is written incorrectly. If the searched Word is <em style="font-weight: bold;">upright
</em>(with ui) then comes from the verb stand, whose meaning is to get and put right a thing, mainly the neck and
head. Example: You walk upright with forehead high. On the other hand, if the word you are looking for is <em
style="font-weight: bold;">erected,</em> then is derived from the verb build, which means building or lift something,
founding or instituting something and raise to a certain condition. Example: Here lies the monument erected to peace.

erp mis
MIS/ERP is the acronym for Management Information System/Enterprise Resource Planning.Es management process
for business administrative solution. Is is of a solution technology that provides to them companies medium-sized and
large the possibility of estimate and plan the administration of orders, shopping, inventories, administration of the
production, accounting and others options more.

error invencible
In criminal law, the invincible error is one that excludes criminal responsibility or the aggravation of the penalty. It's that
bug that did not have the possibility to be avoided.  Any person would have committed it, since its author neither knew
nor had realized that it carried out any unlawful.

es de cajón
The expression quot; is of drawer quot; or quot; be drawer quot; has the meaning of being normal, normal or it
expected.It is a term used to imply that you it's something used in several Latin American countries.

es fuerte como un roble
The oak is a tree of great size, of Cup wide and very long-lived (arrives to live to thousand years).The expression quot;
strong as an oak quot; It means that he is a person of great resistance and strength, similar to the characteristics of this
tree.

es hora de levantarse querido
It is a phrase that used very followed moms to get of bed your children to go to school or her husband to go it to work.

escampar la boira
The boira is a word in catalan which means mist. The fog not is more than a cloud low that touches the surface of the
land formed by small drops of water in suspension.The expression quot; escampar it boira quot; It means leaving a
place to aerate it and breathe air clean and pure, but, more generally, means split, go outside or travel.

escaneado
It is an anglicism which comes from the English word quot; <em>scanner quot;</em> that means scanner or scanner.
The scanner (in Spanish) is a device or device that connected to a computer allows you to convert a text or image in a
set of data in electronic format. Therefore, scanning means scanned or scanned by the scanner.

escapismo no romantismo
Escapism is one of the characteristic elements of romanticism.  It is the name given to the attitude of which escapes
from reality.   Romanticism (not romanticism) is a cultural and artistic movement that developed at the end of the 18th



century in which prevails the principles of freedom and subjectivity and the opposition to the classic rules and
philosophical rationalism, giving priority to the s entimientos.  It is a way of feeling and conceive of nature, life and man
himself.  The word only romanticism exists in Portuguese, but not in Spanish.

escatir
It's an old verb disused who has returned to life as a synonym for clear (clarify why something has happened).

escribir en cursiva
The letter italic or manuscript is a style of writing whose feature main is that them lyrics are inclined and usually, van
United ones with others to form words.It is used basically for any type of writing that you want to do by hand in an agile
and fast way.

escualoda
Probably wanted to write squalid (with i), which is as it is called to a person or animal that is skinny or thin (almost
skeletal). It also means disgusting, dirty. Another option is to separate the word into two to form quot; shark gives quot;.
Written so it means that a shark or shark gives something, such as a bite.

esophageal
Esophageal is an English word which means esophageal in Spanish.It is a medical term referring to the sufferings and
diseases of the esophagus, first part of the digestive tract, including from the larynx to the Cardia of the stomach.

español y castellano
Spanish is the language spoken in Spain, in the countries of Latin America and in some territories of Spanish culture. It
is a language derived from latin, which influenced mainly the Iberian and Celtic substrates. English is a variety of the
Spanish spoken in the Centre of Spain, in the old Kingdom of Castile. The origin of the Castilian romance focuses on the
mountains of Cantabria.Como result of reconquest and repopulation by Castile, Castilian was extending to the South
and outside the Iberian Peninsula, forming sub-dialects such as the Andalusian, Murcia, Extremadura, Canary and
Spanish America.

espertiz
Espertiz or experience is an anglicism coming probably from the word <em>expertise</em> which means expertise,
skill, experience, or specialty. A related word is <em>expertizing </em>equals expertise.

espiritu libre
A spirit free is a person independent, that makes what you like and lives the life according to your own rhythm, of way
unique and individual, without leave is influence or manipulate by them others. It is innovative, changing, spontaneous,
does what he wants when he wants and enjoy it.

esta canijo
It refers to an expression used in Mexico to imply that something is difficult or complicated to carry out.

estado de derecho
The rule of law is that is governed by a system of laws and institutions on a Constitution, which is the legal basis for the
authorities and officials who are subject to it. In a constitutional state laws organized and limits of rights that all action is
subject to a legal standard previously approved and publicly.



estar a la guaite
It is a Chilean idiom that means to be attentive, be aware of something.It is derived from the Catalan Word quot; quot; it
guaita that means guard, surveillance.

estar al loro
This expression used in Spain means having care or caution, be attentive, alert or well-informed.

estar arriba de la pelota
In Chile is used as an idiom to give to understand that a person is drunk, drunk or drugged.

estar baldado
(Is an adjective that can have two significados.1) be tired, sore or exhausted by exertion or damage fisico.2) be crippled,
invalid or declined because of an illness or accident. It comes from the verb baldar is synonymous with crippling, void.

estar cachas
The meaning of be get it in Spain is equivalent to be strong, muscular, have a good body. Used to describe people of
the male sex.

estar choriao
In Chile it means you are tired, bored or exhausted.

estar ciclao
According to the jargon youth Spanish, means being full, strong or be tired.

estar de bajón
quot; Be bajón quot; or quot; be in the doldrums quot; they are youth expressions used in Spain to imply that a person is
moral or low mood.Not confused about being depressed, which is considered to be a clinical syndrome.

estar de empanao
Youth slang in Spain used it synonymously be enthralled, clueless or babia.

estar de gorra
In the jargon youth argentina, quot; be of the CAP quot; means be wrong of the head. It is more common to say quot; be
badly of the round quot;.

estar en algodon
It is an expression used in Peru that suggests that something is more or less well or regular.

estar en el horno
In Argentina and Uruguay, quot; be on the furnace quot; used by the youth Lingo to mean that it is in trouble, which is in
a difficult situation.

estar en la gondola



Be in the gondola is equivalent to be single, without partner, is is of an expression used in Argentina by the jargon youth
to give to understand that a girl or boy not have company.

estar fuera de contexto
The context is the set of circumstances in which a fact is situated. In other words, is everything that surrounds physically
and symbolically to an event. Includes time, location, environment, the theme, the State of mood, etc.Being out of
context means removing or leaving the matter or circumstances that it is to refer to something else that has no
relationship.

estar full
Full or being full is an expression of teenagers which means quot; with all quot; quot; to the extreme quot;. It can also
mean quot; be very busy quot; quot; busy quot;. Full is an English word that means full, full.

estar fusilado
Another expression of Argentine youth slang which means to be very tired, being out of stock. Also used expressions
quot; be made bag quot; and quot; be made ball quot; with the same meaning.

estar hastiada
Being tired is synonymous with being boring, fastidiada, tired. It also means to feel disgust or revulsion for the food.

estar jirafa
It is an expression of Argentine youth slang which means being very thirsty.It refers to the amount of water that could
drink a giraffe with a long neck.

estar lleno
It is an expression that suggests that a person is satisfied after eating and that now you can do more.

estar mal de la redonda
In Argentina, youth slang uses this expression to mean that it is wrong of the head. Also used quot; be Cap quot;. with
the same meaning.

estar pal gato
escampar is a verb that is used to notify when there is a nbsp; great storm or rainy much that has broken and already
does not drop anything. For example,<strong>you cleared</strong> already the storm?. <strong>Cleared</strong> is
conjugate in past perfect simple.

estar pasado por agua
Be spent by water has two or three significados.1) in the kitchen, cooking something halfway. Example: Water, egg is an
egg warm, half cocer.2) do something without finishing it, without concluding. Example: A business gone through
agua.3) rain or wet something due to the weather. Example: The Carnival will be passed through water.

estar pato
In Argentina, Chile and Uruguay, be or duck walk is an expression that means living without money.



estar pedo
In Spain and several countries in Latin America means being drunk, in State of drunkenness.

estar petado
In Spain quot; be petado quot; It can mean one of two things.(1) be full (of people), being crowded.(2) be very strong or
muscular.The word quot; petar quot; However, means to please, probably.<br>

estar que lo tira
According to the Spanish Youth jargon means splurge, spend a lot of money, be very splendid.

estar to ciego
It is an expression used by the youth jargon in Spain to imply that someone is drunk or drugged, for example by smoking
marijuana.

estar zarpado
It is an expression that has several meanings. In Argentina, it means desubicado, rude, offended, touched, amazing or
special. In Chile it means bold, daring. In Spain means be drugged with cocaine.<br>

está bacano
Bacano is an adjective used in Colombia, Chile, Cuba and Dominican Republic which proceeds of bacan and whose
meaning is very good. Is bacano in language youth means is excellent, Super, superb. In figurative sense bacan or
bacana is a very attractive person.

está chido
Many years ago a Mexican comic called Luis de Alba became fashionable this expression on television, taken probably
from talking about street adolescents. Its meaning is equivalent to say is very good, Super, superb. The word cool does
not exist in the dictionary or has no meaning, is a regionalism used in Mexico and nothing more.

está chungo
Another expression of youth slang in Spain which means that it is bad, difficult or that is of poor quality.

estirar los tenis
Stretch them tennis means lengthen or widen them shoes tennis so not tightened, mainly when are new. Not to be
confused with the expression quot; hang them tennis quot; whose meaning in Mexico is to die.

eti
TSI stands for several companies, associations or organizations dedicated to different activities.For more information, it
is required to know what the context where appear these initials or the subject of which is.

etnomanía
A hobby is an obsessive idea for something, an excessive taste or excessive hobby. The ethnic group is a group of
people who belong to a same race and share the same language and culture. The etnomania is therefore a preference
or preference for everything related to the culture and traditions of a region or nation.



euro 6
The Euro 6 is a rule limiting polluting emissions in cars in the European Union.Its main objective is to reduce the
emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particles (PM). It also requires reducing the levels of carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbons produced in the combustion of gasoline and diesel engines. This regulations came in force starting from
the 1 of September of 2015.

eurofobia
A phobia is synonymous with aversion, rejection, disgust.The Europhobe means a rejection or disgust to whatever
European or of Europe, or to the currency of the European Union.

ewk
Stands in German of a company manufacturer of cooling towers and cooling equipment and a manufacturer of weapons.
 They are also the initials of Edward W: Kilpatrick. You may have some other meaning more, but you need to know the
context, i.e. the subject where these acronyms appear concerned.

exagoras
It is likely that this is an old Greek name, as Anaxagoras, Pythagoras, or others with the same termination. Its meaning
is unknown. They could also be the places they were previously the agoras in the ancient Greece. Agora was a square
surrounded by public buildings, political, religious and economic life of a city center.

exhimido
exhimido is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Exempted" being its meaning:<br>Exempt: released
something, mainly a guilt or obligation.

exoplaneta
An extrasolar planet, or Exoplanet, is a planet that orbits a star other than the Sun and therefore does not belong to our
solar system. The majority of discovered exoplanets are gaseous giants equal or more massive than our planet Jupiter,
orbits very close to its star and very short orbital periods, also known as hot Jupiters.

expandieron
It comes from the verb expand which can have the following meanings.Make that something that was tight will
extend.Make that a body dilate (increase volume).Make that something is known by more people.

extrafio
Foreign seems to be synonymous with strange, even if I run the risk of wrong. This word is found in several quotes and
texts of the network, but any clarifies its meaning and even less their origin. Used as an adjective in poetry, medicine,
philosophy and other disciplines, implying that it is something rare, unique or unusual. It is a word that does not appear
in the dictionary, which is not surprising.

f
The letter quot; quot f; It can mean many things, depending on which is the matter or matters concerned. It may be the
abbreviation of a word or a sign or identification of an object, also used in listings that follow a certain order or sequence
and much more.

f3
If the question refers to the function key f3 on your keyboard, then the answer is that it serves to open the menu of



search of the various programmes. It should not be forgotten that the f1 to f12 keys varies according to the program or
application that is running.

factor biotico
Biotic factors are all organisms that have life. They may relate to the flora, the fauna of a place and their interactions.
They are classified into: 1) producers or autotrophs, organisms capable of manufacture or synthesize their own food
from inorganic substances such as carbon dioxide, water and mineral salts. Plants are beings autotrofos.2) consumers
or heterotrophs, organisms unable to produce their food, so eat it already synthesized. The animals are beings
heterotrofos.3) decomposers, organisms that feed on organic matter in decomposition. Including yeasts, fungi, bacteria,
the multicellular and cellular.

faded
Faded in English means fade, colorless, declined.  Also used today as a synonym for drugged.

falcó
It falcó is a family surname of Spanish Hebrew origin. Its meaning is probably related to the Falcon surname that comes
from the Latin word Falcon.

falke
Falke is a word of German origin which means Falcon. The Falke was the name of a boat of German steam but of
English, which was used to carry out an expedition, in August 1929, against the tyrannical regime in Venezuela of the
general Juan Vicente Gómez.

faltarle los suplentes y el aguatero
Probably is is of some game of ball or some party to dispute in which them teams have with players holders and
alternates, as well as the aguatero or Waterboy, that is the person responsible of carry the water to them players drink
and is cool. In Argentina, this speech the usa youth slang to indicate, figuratively, that someone is wrong of the head is
missing a screw or a fool.

fan page
The term fan page comes from the English and translated into the Spanish means fans or fan page. Refers to a web
page designed for people who want to start a business or share a hobby over the network.

faq en informatica
The term FAQ is an acronym of Frequently Asked Questions which means questions use frequent (POUF in Spanish). It
refers to the list of questions and answers that often arise in a particular context and for a topic in particular.

farragua
Is is of an of those words that used them mothers in Portugal to call to their children, mixing the honey with the
counterclaim. Farraguas is the child desasistido, neglected but gives tenderness. Also be applied to the child fat and low
of stature. In Extremadura, Spain used as an adjective to refer to a scruffy person, who does not care about his
appearance. According to the dictionary of forgotten words, farraguista is a person of ideas cluttered and confusing.

fatmagul
Fatmagul is a female name of Arabic origin.  It is a name composed of two nouns: Fatma which means maiden, young
virgin and Gul of Persian origin, and which in Turkish means rose.



fatmagul
Fatmagul is a female name of Arabic origin.  It is a name composed of two nouns: Fatma which means maiden, young
virgin and Gul of Persian origin, and which in Turkish means rose.

fav y fav rt
FAV is an abbreviation of the word quot; Favorite quot; in English that means favorite. It is a button that is usually
pressed on Twitter to vote as favorite in the polls. RT is an abbreviation of quot; ReTweet quot; in English that means to
make a peep. Tweet is the voice of the birds in English, so the symbol and Twitter icon is a bird. When you press this
button serves to forward the message from another person to someone else.

feik
Feik is both a name and a surname, probably of Arab or Muslim origin whose meaning is unknown.  It could also be the
equivalent in Spanish from the English word quot; <em>fake quot;</em> pronounce feik and means false.  It is
frequently used in Internet social networks.

fibra de vidrio
Fiberglass is a material consisting of many very fine strands of glass. It is used in the manufacture of fabrics or textiles,
but its main use is as an insulator in the construction of houses and buildings and as reinforcement in some plastics or
polymers.  Its name in English is <em>fiberglass.</em>

figamolla
It is a Valencian expression which means weeping, person without character.

figureti
It doesn't mean anything. It is the stage name of an Argentinian humorist who goes on television, whose real name is
Freddy Villarreal.

finde
The word quot; weekend quot; is an abbreviation of quot; <strong>end of</strong> week quot;. It is in fact a short and
incorrect way of writing emerged on the Internet.

fintech
FINTECH is derived from the words in English quot; finance quot; that is Finance and quot; technology quot; that means
technology.Encompasses them services and companies of the sector financial that leverage the technologies more
modern to create and innovate their products.

fku
In the network is used <em style="font-weight: bold;">fku </em>as an abbreviation of the words in English <em>fuck
you </em>that mean fuck you. The word quot; to fuck quot; It is fuck and quot; u quot; He is pronounced the same as
quot; you quot;.

flashear
It is an anglicism used in smart mobile phones and tablets. It means to change the internal software of a device by a
superior, previous version, or even the same version if you need to solve a problem. In the case of Android or iOS, Flash
refers to reinstalling the operating system of the device. In Argentina they use quot; flashing quot; among the youth to
imply that it is wrong or that he is hallucinating by something or someone, for example due to drugs. In English quot;



flash quot; means Flash,

flashiar
Flash means saying nonsense, something incredible or invent. It is a term used by the Argentinean youth Lingo.

flawless
The word flawless is of English origin and means without fault, flawless, perfect, flawless. Example: John speaks
flawless Mandarin Chinese (John speaks Chinese perfect mandarin).

flexear
Flexear in terms of mobile telephony, means release or unlock a phone to use it with another different company.  It
implies a change in chip and obtain an unlock code.

fliparse
It is of an anglicism from of the verb quot; to flip quot; in English that means flip. (((In Spain is used in form family with
three meanings: 1) hallucinate or be low the effects of any droga.2) cause astonishment, surprise or perplejidad.3) feel
enthusiasm or much like, worship.

flipas
It comes from the word freak, widely used in Spain and whose meaning figuratively is like a lot. In terms of drug means
drugs is, hallucinate,

flor de loto
The Lotus is an aquatic plant that blooms in the water. In the East, the Lotus Flower means spiritual purity.  In
Buddhism, it symbolizes the purity of body and soul. In the classical literature of many Asian cultures, the Lotus Flower
symbolizes the elegance, beauty, perfection, purity and grace and is associated with the ideal feminine attributes. In
Greek mythology, the Lotus-eaters (eat lotuses) was a town that fed on this flower, which has a narcotic effect, since it
causes a peaceful sleep and amnesia.

fofisano
It's a word used to identify a person of the male sex with the typical body of a married man, which without being obese,
they are not athletic in Spain, the name comes from the words in English <em>dad body</em> (abbreviated dad bod)
that means CA body of Pope and whose most common translation to date is fofisano.

foilear
Foilear is as it is called in the nautical slang to spectacular glide that develops on its quot; quot foils; or small pots, a
sailboat or catamaran, taking off the water and soar into the air.  It concerns practically a flying boat.

fongo
Apparently is a regionalism own of the part East of Cuba and whose meaning is banana donkey or Orinoco. This variety
of banana is slightly pink pulp and edible raw, but cooked is also delicious.

fonocentrismo
Fonocentrismo is the idea or concept that establishes that sounds and speech are superior or more natural than written
language. In other words, the voice and the discourse on writing is privileged.



foodie
Foodie is a word of English origin meaning a person fond of good food, the kitchen, and everything to do with it. Refers
to people who like eating out, cooking, try out new recipes and flavors and be aware of everything about good eating. In
Spanish, it has proposed the word quot; comidista quot; as meaning.

formalin
The formalin is an aqueous solution of formaldehyde (37%), a harsh and penetrating gas with chemical formula HCHO,
used as an antiseptic, disinfectant, and especially as a fixative in histology.  To prevent polymerization of formaldehyde,
add a 10-15% of methyl alcohol, which causes the formalin to acquire its name.

fotica y afotica
In those ecosystems marine and Lake the area photic is one in which penetrates the light of the Sun. Its depth is very
variable depending on the turbidity of the water.Conversely, the aphotic zone is the one that is not possible the
development of photosynthesis, since less than 1% of sunlight penetrates it. The aphotic zone is divided into two parts:
the bathyal zone between 200 and 2000 meters deep and the huge area with more than 2000 meters of depth.

freemium
Freemium is a business model that works by offering free basic services, while you are charged by other more
advanced or specialized. The word <em>freemium </em>is a contraction in English of two words that define the
business model: <em>free premium (free reward).</em> This model of business has won popularity with its use on the
part of the companies related with them networks social.

freicoin
See explanation in question on <strong> <em>bitcoin.</em></strong>

fresno florido
The flowery fresno or fresno of flower, is a tree with white and showy flowers that appear in clusters in the month of May.
The fruit is a samara hanging dry for an entire year. Making incisions in the bark, sprouts a sweet secretion that solidifies
taking a yellowish color, known as mana. Why he is also known as the manna ash. Is it distributed in the Eastern
Mediterranean and the Iberian Peninsula in the South of the Valencian country and growing spontaneous in Catalonia.

frexit
Frexit is as is call the output of France of the Union European if exist. It is composed of the words France meaning
France and exit means output.

frikada
Is is of a neologism referring to the behavior extravagant and excessive of a geek.The geek (of the freaky English) is a
person whose behavior, hobbies, or costumes are unusual, little common, rare or extravagant.

friki y otaku
<em>Otaku </em>is a term created by a comedian and Japanese essayist to define certain fanatics or people
obsessive by the culture and customs of Japan but in a pejorative sense (unfavourable or disparaging). 
<em>Geek</em> (freaky in English) is a quirky, rare, extrafalaria, whose hobbies, dress and behavior are unusual. It
also refers to any person practicing a hobby so excessive and obsessive.

frikitona



English quot; freaky quot; is pronounced geek and comes from quot; quot freak; What strange, extravagant, exotic.
Frikitona is an anglicism which applies to the girls whose behaviour, clothing, habits and hobbies are unusual, different
than usual.  Also called so the girls easily sexually.

frm
Can mean several things depending on the context.frm with lowercase is the abbreviation of the word quot; from quot; in
English that means quot; of quot; or quot; from quot; and also of quot; quot form; that means quot; quot; shapeFRM
capital letters are the initials of Financial Risk Manager or financial risk manager.Also are the initials of Frontier Release
Management either Fluid Resource Management and many other things.

frondoso prontuario
A record is an annotation or a brief summary that is done to have it present as soon as you need. It may be a personal
record or a publication of a matter in particular allowing a quick and easy consultation. Lush is an adjective that means
abundant, extensive, full of content in the colloquial sense. A leafy prontuario is a generous, full of information record.

front row
Front row in English means first row.  Refers to seats which are located up to forward, in the first row of the cinema,
theatre, classroom, Auditorium, etc.

frvr
FRVR is a trademark of online games.Is likely that these initials correspond to an abbreviation of the word FOREVER in
English that means always, by always or for always.

fuensanta
Fuensanta is a feminine name of origin latin that comes from the words source and santa. It is a name in common
especially in Murcia, Córdoba and Jaén baptism and one of the Marian dedications in Spain.

fuerte lo tuyo
Is a form of saying that the problem or situation by which passes another person is greater, more serious or more
important.

fuetiao
It is a regionalism of the dialect spoken in Maracaibo, Venezuela.  Its origin comes from the word <em>whip</em> ,
which is a whip to force certain animals to obey or run faster.  If there was a verb in Spanish for this action would be
quot; <em>fuetear</em> quot; (sticking with the whip) and the participle would be quot; <em>fueteado</em> quot; , but
in Venezuela it pronounced quot; <em>fuetiao</em> quot; to imply that someone or something came very fast or also
damaged.

ful de estambul
Is an expression that is used in Spain to give to understand in a rhyme that something is false, fraudulent or of bad
quality.<br>

full equip
In fact the word correct in English would be quot; full equipped quot; in Spanish it means equipped fully or completely.Is
a term that is used mainly in the industry automotive to indicate that a vehicle has been equipped with all the options
available for that model in particular.It is also used in the electronics industry for the same purpose.



fumarolas volcanicas
The volcanic fumaroles are exhalations of gases and ashes that produce certain volcanoes that are active. Occasionally,
the fumaroles reach several kilometers in height, producing a toxic cloud gray to extending and scattered with the wind,
.provocando a rain of ash on the fields and cities.

fungible y no fungible
Expendable is an adjective from latin which means consumable, which is consumed with the use. In law, fungible said
goods can be replaced by others of the same species, quality and quantity. Non-expendable means the opposite of
expendable.

futsal
Futsal is an abbreviation of football of room or Salon.es the name official with which the FIFA appoints to the sport
collective of ball played in an enclosure closed between two teams of 5 players each one.

g2g
Is refers to an of so many abbreviations or acronyms that appear in English in Internet and whose meaning is <em>g2g
= got to go = I have to go.</em>It should in fact be <em>gtg</em> but as <em>to and two</em> are pronounced the
same, write it <em>g2g.</em> 

gamificar
The gamification (of the English game or gaming which means game) also called ludificacion, or juguetizacion, is the
use of techniques, elements and dynamics of games and leisure in no recreational activities, in order to motivate and
reinforce behavior of the participants to solve a problem or achieve a goal. It aims to introduce techniques from the
games, for example, to convert a boring activity in one that motivates a person to participate in it with the added
attraction of a prize or recognition.<br>

garbiñe
Garbiñe is a name own feminine of origin Basque whose meaning in Spanish is equivalent to purification, immaculate.
Some variants of this name are Garbi, Garbikunde and Kutsuge.

gastar la vida
One of the meanings of quot; quot; spend It is consume, invest, take care. As well as, quot; spend the life quot; It means
employ life or spend my life doing something.

gastropatía erosiva
It is a non-inflammatory disease that harms the gastric mucosa, produced by different causes that irritate it and erode it.
Is manifest by the bleeding of multiple erosions surface of the mucous that covers the stomach, producing pain or
discomfort in the region epigastric media, nausea and vomiting. Digestive bleeding can be of varying intensity.

gaydar
Gaydar is a contraction of the words quot; gay and radar quot;. It's ability to intuitive to assess a person's sexual
orientation and identify it as a homosexual (gay), bisexual or heterosexual, based only on visual perception or
appearance of people.

gemir haciendo el amor
Moan means make a person sounds expressing grief, pain or pleasure.Lovemaking means to perform the sexual act,



therefore moan making love equates to emit sounds and moans of pleasure during sexual intercourse.

gentrificación
It is derived from the word English <em>gentry or gentrification</em> gentry meaning. It is a term used in urban
planning to imply that a district, zone or sector of a city rethought to change type of inhabitants and customs by people
with greater purchasing power. It involves a comprehensive change of people, businesses and senior services.

gentrificados
It is a term used in urban planning to nominate individuals or areas of a city where gentrification is carried out. The
gentrification is a rethinking and change of the people, customs and services of a sector of the population by another
with greater power purchasing. It involves a comprehensive urban change of facilities, services, shops and lifestyle of its
inhabitants by other senior.

geo y termo
Both are prefixes and suffixes of origin Greek. GEO means Earth, and thermos, meaning heat. Examples: Geography
(science that studies and describes them phenomena physical and human in the surface of the land), peak (distance
maximum of a body in movement that revolves around it land), thermometer (instrument that serves for measure the
temperature or heat that exists in a body), isothermal (that has or maintains the same temperature or heat).

gevo
Only are two references with this word in the network. GEVO is the name of a diesel engine for locomotive
manufactured by General Electric.tambien stands for the Group of veterinary specialists in orthopedics of
Espana.ayudaria much know the paragraph or text where it appears this word to try to better define and avoid
ambiguity.<br>

gg wp
Surely are initials that appear after playing a game in Internet.Son two acronyms in English following: gg or GG = good
game (good game) wp or WP = well played (well played)

gitano canastero
Are you called so to the Gypsy that manufactured baskets with budwood of junco, next to the rivers.  The Gypsies are in
great part nomadic (wandering) that come of a people of the India of where arrived and is established in different times
in the North of Africa and Europe and subsequently in America and Australia.

giveness
It seems to be a word in English, but does not appear in the English-Spanish dictionary. You quote the context in which
this word is to try to deduce the meaning?<br>

glamping
It's a new term that comes from the English <em>glamour camping </em>words and its meaning is Camping with
glamour or luxury. Is a new trend of make plans for camping in the beach, the field or the mountain but with the
amenities and them services of a hotel, within a shop or cabin conditioned.

globalización económica
Economic globalization is the creation of a global market in which all tariff barriers are removed to allow the free
movement of capital, goods and services among Nations. The main drivers agents of globalization are banks, such as



the World Bank (WB) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and multinational companies.

glup
Glup is the name of a Chilean rock band. Glup is also a brand of soft drink or soda in Serbian and Croatian
Venezuela.En, glup means stupid, stupid, stupid. In Spanish <em>glup</em> mingles with <em>gulp, </em>which is an
onomatopoeic sound which makes the throat to swallow something (food, drink, or saliva).<br><br>

goals af
This is another widely used social networking expression in English. They are two words whose individual meaning is as
follows: goals = goals, objectives or goals (as in soccer) af or AF = as fuck (fornicate) However, when writing quot; goals
af quot; the meaning changes, and refers to an expression of something that is admired or desired both fornicate. It is
actually a term in vulgar English or slang.<br>

goldea
Goldea is the name of a new fragrance from Bulgari and according to ensure the meaning of the name is golden
goddess or goddess of gold. It is probably a combination of the words quot; gold quot; which means gold in English and
quot; dea quot; that in poetry means goddess.

golpe de calor
A hit of heat or heat-shock is one of the most serious cases of hyperthermia. It is overheating affecting the human body
due to high temperatures or too much physical exercise. Is originates to consequence of the lack of regulation thermal
and hydration poor of the body and is an emergency medical extreme and can be of consequences fatal if not is attends
quickly.

googlear
It means using Google as a search engine or server to browse Internet.Es a frequently used neologism between users
of the web.

googlequicksearchbox
It is an application developed by Google for searches seeking to replace two applications at the same time, Spotlight
and Quicksilver. Quick Search Box means something as well as quick search box.

gora alka eta
These words arose in a poster of a satire theatre of puppets that presented in Spain makes little to several children. It is
a combination of two names of terrorist organizations. On the one hand to the-Qaeda, of origin Arabic and by other ETA
of origin Basque. The meaning of these words combined is something like quot; Alive to the-Qaeda and ETA quot;.

gordifuerte
Gordifuerte is a Word made up of two: fat and strong. Is les called so to them people that not being obese, have a good
amount of mass muscle and fat in the body for not be disproportionate. Generally is applicable to men rather than
women.

gorzobia
Gorzobia is a regionalism of Colombia whose meaning is Fox, loose woman, libertine.



gosu
It is an expression of Korean origin which literally means quot; champion or high hand quot;. Used to nominate an expert
and skilled player of video games either to describe any game or spectacular action.

grado uno,dos y tres
In Chilean slang means the following in relation of pareja:grado 1: is the initial phase of hugging and kissing. Grade 2:
Equivalent to a passionate encounter. Grade 3: Sexual intercourse.

gramaje de papel
In the industry paper, weight is the weight of the paper or cardboard expressed in grams by metro square. Put another
way, is the weight in grams of one square meter of paper or cardboard and is expressed thus: gm/m2.Example: the
weight of this paper is of 18 gm / m2.<br>

gran canaria
Gran Canaria is the name of the island of the archipelago of the autonomous community of the Canary Islands,
Espana.no there is security on the origin of the name of the island.  Some claim that it is Latinized from the Aboriginal
name of Tameran version, while others claim that the name of Canaria comes from the abundance of dogs (canes) of
great size that there exist. Others more, believe that the name comes from the tribe Berber Canarii that there lived.

gremialmente
Guild means in the manner of the Guild. The Guild is a group of people who have the same trade or profession. Also is a
corporation of field purely local integrated by the craftsmen of a same trade.

grexit
Grexit is an abbreviation in English of two words.Greece = Greeceexit = exitTo the join is form Grexit, whose meaning is
refers to the likely output of Greece from the eurozone.

grimey
Grimey is a word of jargon or American slang that has several mostly derogatory meanings. It can mean dirty, filthy,
insignificant, selfish, bad, hell, etc.

grooming
Grooming is a term in English that means toilet or grooming.It's a series of behaviors and actions deliberately
undertaken by an adult in order to earn the trust and friendship of a minor to create an emotional connection in order to
reduce the inhibitions of the child, to bring back into the world of the p or r n or g r f i a and child prostitution taking
advantage of their vulnerability and innocence.

gsfs
There are many meanings in the network of these acronyms. Please provide any data of the subject that is treated or
context in which these letters appear to be able to search for its meaning.

guacharaco
Guacharaco is a coastal word used in Colombia to identify a charlatan in bad taste. It is also used to refer generically to
the people.



guaguais
Gives the impression that it's two words together: bus is. If that is the case, it is probably an error to write them
together.GuaGua is a word that comes from the Taíno and means quot; child or baby quot;. It is also the name that is
known to the passenger bus or any means of public transport in Cuba, Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, etc.The word
<em>is </em>means quot; is quot; In English.

guasapear
The word guasapear (or best wasapear) is an anglicism that comes of WhatsApp, it application for the shipping and
exchange of messages via phone intelligent or mobile.Is is of a verb not accepted still by the Royal Academy of the
language Spanish.

guatines
Them guatines are a genus of rodents that inhabit America Central, the islands of the Caribbean and the part North and
central of South America.Also referred to as agoutis, agouti, agouti jochis, seretes, añajes and agoutis. Its habitat
natural is the understory of them jungles tropical and the forest of Gallery, although is adapted to the savanna and fields
of culture.

guatuza
The guatuza or agouti is a rodent of the size of the Hare, ears and short tail and high leg who lives in Central America,
West Indies and much of South America.He habitat of them agoutis is mainly the understory of the forests tropical and
the forest of Gallery, although is adapts to them sheets and fields of culture.

guerra fria
Called war cold confrontation political, economic, social, military, information and sports started at the end of the second
world war in 1945 between the so-called Western block led by the United States and the Eastern bloc led by the Soviet
Union.The reasons for this confrontation were essentially political and ideological and none of the two blocks never took
direct action against each other, the reasons why it was called le quot; cold war quot; conflict.

guguelear
Googling, guglear, or guguelear are neologisms increasingly more frequent among Internet users who use the Google
search engine. Is equivalent to say quot; search in Google quot;. The origin of the name Google comes from the word
English quot; googol quot; (googol in Spanish), which is a term invented by a child of 9 years, Milton Sirotta, nephew of
the mathematician American Edward Kasner and is equivalent to a 1 followed of one hundred zeros.

guia secundaria
The guide is an instruction used to do something step-by-step and orderly... It is said that it is secondary because it is
not the main, primary, or the most important. It could also refer to a guide to high school that pupils, teachers or parents,
take something out in order and little by little.

gummers
It is a word that came out in English in the 1970's to name so teenagers who listened to the music quot; bubblegum pop
quot; that was then fashionable. It has no translation but means something like the chicleros. Currently returned to
revive this term and said so to people who have oral sex without teeth.

güeli
The network it appears written with uppercase (Gueli) both tiny. It is possible to be a name or nickname, as well as a
Chilean regionalism whose meaning I didn't find. I hope that someone else knows it.



h8
H8 is an acronym in English of the word <em>hate </em>which means hatred to proposition 8 in the State of California,
United States by prohibiting marriage between persons of the same sex. Those who are against this proposal, show it
writing NOH8, i.e., no to proposition 8.

ha nacido con estrella
Have or be born with star is sign of good luck. Is an expression that is used to say that someone has been very lucky
and has both success thanks to have born under the influence of a star that it Guide and protects. This phrase refers to
the birth of Jesús from Nazareth who was born in a humble home, but under the star of Bethlehem that guided the Kings
from the East, to worship him.

haber chivo encerrado
Probably related to the best-known expression of quot; having enclosed cat quot; It is often used when he is suspicious
of something or someone either, it's something shady.<br>

habibi
This question is already answered. The answer is found on page 4 or 5 of this section.

habibi en español
The word <em>habibi</em> seems to be of Arabic origin and is used in several countries. Its meaning is something like
<em>wanted, my love or my life.</em> Can refer to the spouse, boyfriend, a very dear friend, a relative, etc. When it
comes to women is said <em>habibti.</em>

habilidad para ejecutar un instrumento
Is likely that will refer to the music. It is the skill or domain that has to play a musical instrument like guitar, piano, violin,
etc.

hablar pescás
For the Chilean youth slang, talk about fish means blather.

hacer a huevo
In Latin America it has different meaning. Means to make force, forcefully but also wants to say yes, Yes, of course. In
other cases it means cheap, low price. In Spain used in vulgar way to imply that something is easy, effortless, throw
away.

hacer algo al tuntún
In Spain and Argentina are used this expression to give to understand that something is made to the random, without
thinking it, to the light or as is.

hacer la ola
Do the wave is a phenomenon that occurs among those attending sporting events and other mass events.It is a
coordinated sequence of movements made by the spectators in the stands around the field of the enclosure where,
similar to the movement of the light from a lighthouse.Consists in put is of foot while is rise the hands and then return to
your position original quickly, so seen of front or of side, gives the printing that is is of the movement of a wave in the
sea.The result is a species of wave that travels along it Tribune or stands to give an or two turns complete to the
stadium although them spectators not is move of his place.



hacer perro muerto
In Chile and Peru is used the phrase quot; do dog dead quot; that means go is without pay the food or drink from a
restaurant or another site. Spain says quot; make a sinpa quot; (<strong>without pa</strong>gar).

hacer un caño
In football, make a pipe or tunnel, means passing the ball between the legs of the opponent to circumvent it. It is a
Dodge or technique used to pass the ball to another player, making an autopase or pull direct arc.

hacer un next
Make a next or a quot; nextazo quot; as they call it, is when you stop paying attention to another person that is talking
about or is chatting with which. Usually it is a discourtesy because it ignores the other person with cogency and delicacy.
For example when someone is talking and instead of listening to him we entertain with the cellular or mobile phone or
change the topic of the conversation without any consideration. The expression comes from the next word in English
which means following, what follows.

hacer un sinpa
Make a sinpa is go is <em> <strong>without pa</strong>gar </em>of a restaurant, bar, or any other place, which not
leaves of be a bad idea that sometimes is you occurs to any teenager.

hacerle la cama
Spain, Argentina, Chile and Paraguay uses this phrase to imply that it acts without the knowledge of a person to achieve
falling in disgrace and obtain a personal advantage. It is a synonym for betrayal. Not to be confused with quot; make the
bed quot; which means fix bedding.

hacerse el longi
In Spain it means to become a fool, the Swedish.In Chile are told so people just live, exposed to jokes or who wear
poorly.<br>

hacia y asia
<strong>Into </strong>is a preposition indicating direction or trend. Example: Turned towards the girl. It also indicates
proximity to a place or time. Example: Towards the end of the month. <strong>Asia </strong>is one of the five
continents, located almost by full in the hemisphere North.

hackathon
A hackathon is a marathon of hackers. It is a term used among hackers for a gathering of programmers to develop
software and hardware that lasts several days and has as main purpose the development of new applications
collectively in the short term.<br>

hackeos
A hack or hack is a way of making piracy computer. The hacker or hacker is a person who is introduced by unlawful
means within a web account to introduce a virus or take advantage of the information it collects. Can change codes of
access, redirect to the user to another web site, damage the files existing and other things more. In some countries, this
activity is punishable by law.

hamor
Hamor is a biblical name and a surname. To someone is you took place the idea of write love with h to treat of give you



a sense more wide to this word and is returned custom use it in networks social. Doesn't mean anything, it is an
invention that became fashionable and any rapper composed a song called.

hasta la médula
Bone marrow is the fatty substance of bones inside, figuratively called bone marrow or spinal cord to the part most
important or something deeper. The expression quot; up to the marrow quot; It means to the depths of the being, the
very essence of existence.

hasta las cartolas
Cartola in Chile refers to a bank statement. Other definitions of cartola is which refers to the side of a trailer. In Mexico,
you're told you redilas and serve to avoid overflowing the trailer load from slipping. Until the statements is an expression
which means that something is very full, that already cannot be more

hasta las trancas
It is an expression with two meanings when less.Andalusia uses quot; be to the trancas quot; to indicate that is dead of
fear.In other parts of Spain is used to indicate that a situation has reached an extreme level. It apparently refers to the
level that sometimes arrive waters in a flood, since the lock is a thick and strong stick which passes through a window or
door to secure it or atrancar it.

hazte unas trujas
Truja is a word of the calo trujan and that means tobacco. In La Coruna, Spain quot; throw a truja quot; It means in the
jargon of youth smoking a cigarette. Do not know if quot; make a few trujas quot; have relationship with marijuana
cigarette or only be an expression equivalent to smoking a few cigarettes or normal cigarettes.

hditunes
ITunes HD is the version of high definition (HD = High Definition) of iTunes application, a media player and store
multimedia content developed by Apple in order to play, organize, synchronize iPods, iPhones and iPads and buy
music. This application allows you to enjoy music, movies, programs or shows of television, video games and e-books
already acquired and buy where you want to be in high-definition with a sharper image and better sound.

hediondo o jediondo
Smelly is an adjective whose meaning is that dismisses stench. The stench is a nasty and unpleasant smell that usually
comes from decaying organic substances.Figuratively, smelly is something dirty and obscene.It is also a Bush of yellow
flowers and black fruit that grows in the Iberian peninsula.Jediondo is a vulgarismo that comes from smelly and means
foul-smelling.

hefe
Hefe is a word German that means yeast.It is also an Andalusian Word waiter.

hembra alfa
The female Alpha is the female more powerful and dominant of a herd. It is usually the strongest female and with more
character who assumes the leadership of a herd together with the alpha male, who breeds most of their descendants.

hemidesmosoma
It's a cell union. Them hemidesmosomes are unions focal (as points of welding) that bind cells epithelial to the matrix
extracellular that complies the blade basal. The union takes place thanks to the family of proteins called integrins. These



structures are found distributed in the woven epithelial and help to distribute the resistance and the force exerted on it.

herosexual
That Word does not exist. If the searched Word is <strong>heterosexual, </strong>then regards sexual relations
between persons of different sex (male and female). On the contrary, <strong>homosexual</strong> refers to sexual
relations between persons of the same sex.

hervir la sangre
Blood boiling or bubbling the blood is an expression that is used to imply that someone is irritated by something, angry
or counteracted.There is also the expression quot; warm blooded quot; whose meaning refers to people who get angry,
exalt or easily excited.

hgu
HVDC is an acronym in English of Home Gateway Unit, a router that Movistar offers its clients of optical fiber to deliver
better performance and navigation, both fixed and wireless experience.

hierva y hierba o yerba
Boil the word comes from the verb boil that it means that a fluid from boiling. Example: Leave to boil milk for a while. The
word grass or grass comes from the latin <em>herba </em>and means small plant of tender stem usually dying the
same year to the seed (seed). Example: Bad grass never dies (proverb).

hijito de papá
It is an expression which means that he is a spoiled person and it depends on parents to keep. Used in a derogatory
manner to the children of wealthy people.

hijuelas
In terms General, hijuelas is each an of them parts that is derived or dependent of another main. For example: an
acequia irrigation canals, parts in which is divided an inheritance, the roads departing parent, etc. In law, is refers to the
document in that consist the goods of each heir and also the set of those goods. Inseam, is the strip of fabric that is put
into a garment to make it bigger... In Guatemala is used as an expression of surprise to a sudden, unexpected and
unfortunate event

hiperendemia
Endemic disease is a disease that Queen usually or at times fixed in a country or region.Hyper is a prefix Greek writing
at the beginning of some words that means quot; higher or above quot;.Therefore, hiperendemia is an endemic disease
transmitted from intense and persistent, more beyond or above normal.

hiperpadres
The prefix Greek quot; hyper quot; written at the beginning of some words means quot; higher or above quot;. The
hiperpadres or helicopter parents, as they are also called, are the drivers parents who constantly are above their
children watching, mainly their education. They are parents who focus much of their attention on the experiences and
problems of children, particularly at the time of choosing educational institutions.  It is a problem that is especially
widespread in the United States and England in families of medium and medium-high socioeconomic level,

hipno
The word quot; hipno quot; It is a Greek prefix meaning sleep.Example: hypnosis is the technique that consists in cause



a State of drowsiness in them people, usually with effects therapeutic.

hipster
A hipster is a member of a contemporary urban subculture of young Bohemian life style emerged from the upper middle
class... Its name comes from the years 1940 / 1950 in circles of music jazz and derives from the word quot; quot hip;
that in English means hip but also is the name that is you gave to any connoisseur of music African American.

hiyab
The term <em>hijab </em>in Arabic comes from the root <em>hayaba </em>which means to hide, hide from view or
even separate.The hijab is a veil which covers the head and the breast that tend to use Muslim women from puberty, in
the presence of adult males who are not immediate family, as a sign of modesty or modesty.

ho2
I found this meaning in the network.  I hope this link is correct and clarify things. http: //www. meaning. org / so used it
the ho2. htm

hoax
It is an English word that means farce, deception, hoax.They are messages or emails with false alarms of virus or any
other calamity, fooling people that chains to form and circulate with the sole purpose to upset either to find out who are
your contacts.

hojear y ojear
The verb browse means moving or slightly pass the <strong><em>leaves</em></strong> of a book, notebook,
magazine, etc., reading fast and shallow passages.He verb browse comes from the word <em style="font-weight:
bold;">eye </em>and means look something or to someone without pay you much attention.Take a look also comes
from the interjection <em style="font-weight: bold;">ox </em>that used to scare away the animals. Hunt does raise
hunting and take it towards the hunters jobs or the armed.Figuratively it means to frighten or scare.

hola caracola
It is an expression that apparently has no meaning, just that you hear curious because it rhymes.There are several
phrases that rhyme and mean nothing, such as:Goodbye, carita of riceHello, face of ball.Until then, face egg.

holi
It is the name of a religious party in the India and Nepal which takes place every year throwing colors powder into the air
and over the people to welcome the spring.  Its name comes from the word <em>Joli or Jolika </em>a hindu religious
deity.

holis
Holi is the name of the festival which means colour in the India, Guyana, and Nepal, which held each year arriving
spring launching air and powder colors people. It is a hindu religious festival that represents the brotherhood, harmony
and tolerance of the people towards their fellows.

homo
Homo is also a word of Latin origin meaning man, human.



homo
Homo and vice are two prefixes independent one from the other. Homo is of Greek origin and means the same, same.
In Exchange, vice is of Latin origin, and its meaning is rather than, instead of, in lieu of.

honda y onda
Honda is a utensil consisting of a strip of flexible material, especially leather, and is used to throw stones. According to
the Bible, David slew Goliath with a stone which threw with his honda. Wave is a wave of the sea, but is also a curve on
a surface or sinuous line (like the waves of the hair) or a reverb that spreads in a medium from one point to another
(such as a flame blazing waves).

hualca
In Ecuador, the women indigenous carry a necklace of accounts usually Golden that is called hualcas.In Peru there is a
volcano called Hualca-Hualca whose meaning is unknown. It also exists as name and surname, although it is not known
if its origin is quechua, aymara or inca.

huisachera
He huizache or huizachera is a tree of branches thorny and crust thin with pods long of color purple dark of which is
extracted a substance used to make ink black.

humillarse de acuerdo con la biblia
In the Bible, humble means accept or recognize my condition than I am, as I am and I have done with respect to what
God says that it should be, be and do. According to the Bible, humble themselves before God means to recognize that
we are nothing before him and our human condition is lower, we decide to obey the word of God and live according to
his will, as well as to recognize that all we have comes from him.

hummus
Hummus or humus is a substance colloidal blackish of the soil, result of the decomposition partial of waste vegetable or
animal made by microbes. Its name is of origin latin and means Earth.

huraño y bronco
Sullen is an adjective that corresponds to a shy person, who flees from the treatment and conversation. Bronco is an
adjective that corresponds to a person of genius and rough, rough, rough treatment

hype
As the name hype is used to designate the hypodermic needle or an addict to the usa.Como verb quot; to hype quot;
means excite, stimulate, or shake. Marketers used to intensify any promotion or advertising methods sometimes
exaggerated.

ia orana
<em>Ia Orana</em> in Tahitian means <em>Hola, Que tal.</em> It is a greeting frequently in Tahiti which is given to
any person known or unknown.<br><br><br>

ianal
Refers to an acronym for the words in English <em>I am not a lawyer </em>which mean I am not a lawyer.Used to
imply that the advice or recommendation given, are not a professional in laws and therefore is a personal opinion and
not an expert.



iawtp
Another of so many abbreviations or acronyms used in English by Internet with the following meaning <em>iawtp = I
agree with this post = I agree with this post or publication.</em>

igm e igg
It is of two immunoglobulins (antibodies) that are present in the blood. They are proteins produced by the immune
system to attack antigens, such as bacteria, viruses and allergens (allergy-causing). The immunoglobulin G (IgG) is the
type of antibody more abundant in the liquid body. It provides protection against bacteria and viral infections (of viruses).
Immunoglobulin M (IgM) is mainly found in the blood and lymph fluid. Is the first antibody which the body generates to
fight an infection.

ignomioso
<em><strong>Ignominioso</strong> </em> (not ignomioso) is an adjective that means that occasion or cause of
disgrace. Shame is the situation of a person who has lost the respect of others by his acts or dishonorable conduct. It is
also a bad action perpetrated against someone and a public affront. Example: Abuse of force is a shameful action.

iguin
It is a word of Portuguese origin, or rather, Brazilian. It refers to a name whose meaning is unknown, therefore, must be
written with capital letter I.

iker en euskera
Unlike many names that are of Greek or Hebrew origin, <em>Iker</em> is a purely Basque name whose meaning is
quot; which brings good news or the good traedor of news quot;. The name was adapted from the female
<em>regularly, </em>which in Basque stands for bisitario and in Spanish means visitation or visitor.<br><br>

ilga
ILGA is the acronym of the International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association or International
Association of lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and transgender.It is the Federation of organizations worldwide of all persons with
sexual preferences other than the heterosexual (male/female) dedicated to defending the rights of equality and to
protect them from any kind of discrimination.

ilmo
The word quot; ilmo quot; It is an abbreviation of quot; Mr. quot;. It is a treatment of dignity that is given to certain
people, as in the clergy. For example, is said to the bishops his grace.

impeachment
It is a word of English origin whose meaning in Spanish is equivalent to a dismissal process to carry out a political trial.
According to the dictionary, the translation literally is an accusation.

impidieron antonimo
Antonym is a word that has a meaning opposite or contrary to another.Example: The opposite of good is bad.In this
case, the antonym of <em>prevented </em>can be <em>allowed.</em>

incornio
The word incornio does not exist, possibly meant punchbags (with d).In medicine, incordio is a tumor soft of origin not
Venereum, but also is a noun used in Spain of way family or colloquial for mean nuisance, annoyance or impertinence,



in allusion to the inconvenient that cause the tumor.

indianapolis
Indianapolis is the name of a city in the United States, capital of the State of Indiana, famous worldwide for the car
racing circuit that bears the same name.The suffix Greek quot; polis quot; written at the end of some words means quot;
city quot;. In this case the meaning of Indianapolis would be the city of Indiana.<br>

infringido
Infringed it is the past participle of the verb to infringe that it means breaking a law, rule or agreement. Not mistaken to
inflict that does apply or cause a punishment, defeat or tort.<br><br>

inghimasi
In the State Islamic ISIS there are two types of terrorist Muslim.The <strong><em>Istishhadi</em></strong> or suicide
Warrior which is made to explode if same and <em style="font-weight: bold;">Inghimasi </em>or well trained warrior
who carries grenades and light weapons and fights until the BBS are finished you.Inghimasi is an Arabic word meaning
quot; which plunges fearlessly into the lines enemy quot;.

iniquidad bíblico
Iniquity refers to the quality of evil, i.e., unfair, contrary to equity. According to the Bible, the iniquity is wickedness,
wickedness or blame and is above sin. It is an offense against God based on ignorance and rejection of the laws of the
Senor.no to be confused with inequality, which is inequality or inequity.

inkar
Inkar is a woman of origin name Kazakh securing means desire, passion. Debla is a song of Andalusian origin sad and
melancholic, with four verses.

inmamable
Is is of a regionalism used by the jargon youth Colombian whose meaning is unbearable, untreatable or intolerable.

inmoral y amoral
Immoral means contrary to moral principles. Against morality.Amoral means indifferent or devoid of moral principles.
Without moral.

inri en las cruces
It is an acronym for Latin for <em style="font-weight: bold;">Iesus Nazarenus Rex Iudaeorum </em>words Jesús of
Nazareth, King of the Judios. Is believed that were placed in the cross by order of Pontius Pilate or Pilate, Governor
Roman of Judea in signal of mockery and chasten.

insectillo
Insectillo is a small insect. Termination illo/illa written at the end of some words mean smaller, affection or affection or
can also be derogatory.

insofactamente
This word is written incorrectly.The expression quot; ipso facto quot; two voices of origin are latin which means
immediately, on the spot.Is write separate and not is can join to form a single word and less still add the termination



quot; mind quot; Since it is redundant or repetitive.Example of its use: I'm going to do it task ipso facto (immediately,
right now).

instagramers
Philippe González Madrid is a passionate photographer with his iPhone and his fondness for Instagram led him to create
Instagramers. It is a community of enthusiasts dedicated to spreading his love for photography in Instagram, very similar
to the Twitter social network, but based on the exchange of photographs that you can edit and retouch.

insulador
Insulation is a synonym for isolator, Splitter, which isolates or left alone, without any contact with anything or anyone. 
Said body that intercepts the step to electricity and heat to the outside.

insurtech
Insurtech is a branch of Fintech specializing in insurance. Its name comes from the words in English quot; insurance
quot; What is insurance and quot; technology quot; that means technology. It is the modern and contemporary way to
buy custom insurance, cheaper and more comprehensive.

intedados para las loras
The Loras is the name of a limestone wasteland of the Mesozoic South of the Cantabrian mountains.  They are large
Rocky tables of important archeological sites, used as fortresses in the iron age. The word quot; intedados quot; It is
unknown.  This could be an error when trying to write another word like boarding schools.<br>

interescolar
The prefix quot; inter quot; written before some words usually means between. Therefore, Interscholastic refers to
relations between different schools.

intrañable
The word beloved (e) is an adjective that describes the affection or the very intimate, deep and genuine affection
towards any person or thing. Example: A beloved friend, a beloved song.

investidura en política
Endowment is the action and effect of investment, which means to give someone a dignity or office. In Spain, the
parliamentary investiture is the Act whereby the Parliament recognizes and accepts a new Prime Minister. It is an act
whereby the chosen person takes possession of cargo and acquires the character of invested.

ios en redes
iOS (intelligent Operating System) is a mobile operating system originally developed by Apple for the iPhone, then used
in devices such as the iPod and iPad. The operating system is currently in its ninth version, better known as iOS
9.Control elements include buttons, sliders and switches for a faster response and fluid.

iphone 7
Is the name that you give Apple to the phone intelligent or mobile generation 7 that just of launch to the market. iPhone
means intelligent Phone in English.

ir a marcar



It's an idiom used by Costa Rican youth slang meaning is to go to see the bride. Also used mark as a synonym for
tighten or squeeze in the sense of kiss her and hug her with passion.

ir a saco
Go to sack is an expression used in Spain to indicate that is going to do something with much effort, putting all his effort
to achieve it. Also it uses the expression quot; go to full quot; which means more or less the same.

ir al sobre
In Chile and Argentina, it means going to bed, bedtime for sleep.<br>It's an idiom used by youth jargon to mean that he
goes to bed to rest.<br>

ir al tordo
I am not sure of the meaning of this expression. Probably refers to that in Argentina in lunfardo is said tordo doctor or
lawyer, which is to say go see a doctor or lawyer.

ir de farra
The expression quot; irse de farra quot; is used to mean the made of exit to have fun is with them friends, usually by
them nights and them end of week. Farra is a word of Brazilian origin which means spree, boisterous party. Also it uses
the expression quot; out of spree quot;

ir hasta las cartolas
It is of an expression that means go full, that already not fits more. The activity reports are the sides of a trailer which
serve to prevent the outstanding burden falls when it is very busy.

ir maqueado
Expressions quot; go tree quot; quot; go pibón quot; or quot; go niquelao quot; they are used in Spain by the youthful
Lingo to mean that a person is well dressed, arranged.In this case the verb pimp means in sense figurative and family
groom is, adorn it.

ir niquelao
For the youth jargon in Spain means go well dressed, in a formal and elegant way.

ir por colectora
In countries such as Argentina and Uruguay, the collection is a way that absorbs, collects and integrates traffic from one
sector to another broader. This function is compared with women who are very ardent in sexual relationships and absorb
the man completely. Going by collecting is a way of saying that he will have sex with a woman burning and absorbent. It
is likely that this meaning might be different in other countries.

ir puesto
Go since, go burlao, go smoked or go jamao are terms used in Spain by the jargon youth for give to understand that
someone is drugged or under the effects of a drug.

irse de baretos
According to youth slang Spanish, it means to go out with friends for drinks to have fun. In Colombia, referred to
popularly as bareto porro or marijuana cigarette.



irse la olla
It is an expression used in Spain to imply that Follies are made, lost sanity or the head, which loses the trial.The pot in
Spain is a colloquial synonym for head.

irse por la patilla
According to the youth slang, in Spain means defecate, evacuate (commonly known as crap). Also used the expression
quot; go for the leg down quot; with the same meaning.

isds
ISDS are them acronym in English of <em>Investor State Dispute Settlement, </em>that means arbitration of
differences of the State Inversor.Es an instrument of right international public that gives to a State inverter overseas, the
right of start a procedure of arbitration of differences against another State host, where is violate them rights recognized
of the State inverter, which can submit the matter to a court arbitration.

isis
ISIS is the acronym of the Islamic State of Iraq and al - Sham. It is as it is known a terrorist group of guerrillas
fanatico-religioso of islam that seeks to be recognized as the Islamic State.ISIS is also the name of an Egyptian
goddess, model of conjugal love and maternal devotion.

islote de perejil
The Perejil Island is a small island (uninhabited small island or rock in the sea) in a territorial dispute between Spain and
Morocco, situated in the Strait of Gibraltar, between the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, 200 metres from the
coast of continental Africa and 8 kilometers Northwest of the Spanish city of Ceuta. Currently, it is uninhabited, the
absence of any symbol of sovereignty by both countries claiming the island as its own.

israel
According to the Hebrews, Israel is a word that comes from the name that God put you to James, then that is fought with
an angel that sent without giving up (Genesis 32:28). Its meaning is quot; who fought or fought with the quot; (with God).
Another interpretation says that it comes from the root quot; ishr quot; meaning quot; direct or straight to quot; (to God).

itsusi izan
It seems that they are two words of Basque origin spoken in Navarre, Spain and whose meaning I could not find it.

itxea
itxea is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Club" being its meaning:<br>It is a word of Basque origin whose
meaning is, but it is poorly written.

iusnaturalismo
In philosophy, the iusnaturalismo is a doctrine which defends the existence of natural rights inalienable (such as life,
liberty and property), which predate the positive legal norms established by human beings, and that these should be,
serving them as model and Foundation.

iyalorde
It is a word used in the Cuban Santería.  It is called Iyalorde, Iyaloode or Iyalode Oshun, one of the deities of the yoruba
religion.  It is a title conferred on the person who occupies the most important place among all the women of the city.



jabao
Is the name that is le da in Cuba to a mulatto of complexion cinnamon almost white with hair curly yellow dark and eyes
brown clear.

jaibana
Jaibaná is the name with which is known to the shaman, healer or Witcher indigenous on Colombia.Its function goes
beyond curing people, also done with the Earth and nature to ensure good harvests and abundant fishing. He is
considered a wise man in a number of Colombian indigenous cultures.

jailli
Jailli is also a poem quechua, it is a prayer, song or sacred inca anthem.

jamon con chorreras
The tufas ham is ham that oozes liquid fat when the temperature of the place in which it hangs, does it flow down. If it is
a restaurant or a bar, placed a kind of cacitos (small bucket) collecting pig fat to avoid falling on the clothes of the
parishioners and the landlord to empty when they are full. Call these cacitos frills. During the post-war period in Spain,
the Ham with frills was a luxury that very few could be given. At present, the expression quot; And a ham with frills quot;
It is used as a negative response to any exaggerated requests.

jarapellinoso
In fact, it's a Word without meaning, invented by Gabriel García Márquez in his book one hundred years of solitude.

jartera
It is of a regionalism Latin American that has when less two meanings.In Colombia jartera is synonymous with
drunkenness, while in Puerto Rico has a meaning of eating too much fatigue.

jartera
It is of a regionalism Latin American that has when less two meanings.In Colombia jartera is synonymous with
drunkenness, while in Puerto Rico has a meaning of eating too much fatigue.

je suis en español
Je suis in French means I am or I simply am in Spanish.

jeroglifico egipcio
The hieroglyphic Egyptian is a writing of them ancient Egyptian in which is used signs combined with characters
phonetic that represented a sound or a syllable, difficult of decoding.

jesus en hebreo
According to some authors, <em>Jesus </em>comes from the latin <em>Iesus, </em>this in turn from the Greek
<em>Iesous </em>, and latter the Hebrew <em>Yeshua</em>, however, according to Jewish sources, <em>Jesus and
Yeshua</em> are not the same, are not even the same person. <em>Jesus</em> has no meaning in Hebrew, while
<em>Yeshua</em> means El Salvador eternal.

jhs
IHS or JHS is a monogram of the abbreviated name of Jesus of Greek origin. Some argue that the initials could be



latinas being its meaning quot; <em>Iesus Hominum Salvator quot;</em> which means Jesus Savior of men or also
quot; <em>Iesus Salvator Hierusalem quot;</em> what Jesus Salvador of Jerusalem means.<br>

jimbar
In the southeast of Mexico, jimbar is a verb that means throwing, shooting or throwingNot is if there is some other
meaning in another country of Latinonoamerica or Spain.

jincha
Is a word that has different meanings in various countries. Is the feminine of Myhotcomments.In Spain means scruffy,
dirty, lazy appearance person and who lives on the street.In Colombia means drunk. In Puerto Rico, is a person of very
white, pale skin. In El Salvador and Nicaragua is a person uneducated, ordinary, rude or vulgar.

jiron del cielo
One of the meanings of shred is a small part of something. A piece.In this case, the sky refers to the glory, the dwelling
place of God, his angels and blessed.A shred of the sky is therefore, a part little of the glory.

jjoo
Olympic GAMES is an abbreviation for Olympic Games. The right thing is to write it with a point after each letter
(J.J.O.O.). It probably refers to the forthcoming Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 2016.

jornal en contabilidad
In accounting, a jornal is an auxiliary book where there are movements or transactions of a company.  There are several
types of wages in accounting which aims to record the different business transactions undertaken by a specific company
or institution. For example, wages of sales, wages of payments, jornal of shopping, etc.<br>Its name comes from the
English word quot; quot journal; whose meaning is daily.

jotty
Jotty in English is said to the person characterized by making notes.  It can also be something that resembles a note or
note.  It means something like this as a pointer.

juan@gmail com
It is an email address.   quot; John quot; It is the name of the user and quot;@gmail. com quot; It is the domain.  By
parties the meaning would be: John = user @ = symbol of arrobagmail = Googlecom mail.     = commercial

jueves santo
Holy Thursday is a Christian Festival which takes place the Thursday before to the Domingo of Resurrección within the
Easter and which opens three days dedicated to the cult series Pascual.En this day the Catholic Church celebrates the
institution of the Eucharist at the last supper and the washing of the feet by Jesus.

jugar con el anillo
Not be referred this question, if it's a video game, a playground or lounge, or any professional game like football.In
football, for example, it is prohibited to play taking place rings and other jewelry because of the risk of causing an
accident involving.If it refers to the fact of playing with the ring that someone wearing as a custom, it may be a sign of
nervousness, restlessness or anxiety.



jugar con los sentimientos
It is an expression that is used to imply that it is does not take someone seriously, which can hurt who belittles or take
lightly no matter what you feel.

jugar de vivo
It is an idiom used to identify a person with annoying and ostentatious, attitude that seeks to take advantage of the
foreign effort for its own benefit. Also be used the term quot; pass are of live quot;.In Costa Rica play live is a conceited
person that deemed very important.

jugar en primera
The expression quot; playing in first quot; It is used by the youth slang in Argentina to imply that someone starts an
activity or Debuts doing something. For example: this teacher plays in first at the school.

jujas
It is the name of a video game and several other things, but he has no apparent meaning.

juriel
Juriel is a name whose origin and meaning are unknown.

jutre
Jutre is apparently a regionalism Chilean whose meaning is pattern.

k enchaike
It is an expression used in Dominican Republic by the youth Lingo to mean quot; mess quot; or quot; tangling quot;.You
can treat of a tangle loving or of any other type.

kacaraco
It is of an idiom Chilean used by the jargon youth that means vagina.

kakemono
<em>Banner </em>in Japanese means something that hangs.He <em>banner </em>in the art Japanese, is an object
that is hanging of the wall, usually a painting or calligraphy made of strips of silk roll. Hangs shaped elongated vertically,
on a wall or on the inside of a <em>tokonoma.</em> Unlike the <em>makimono </em>, which unfolds in lateral or
horizontal sense.

kakic
The kak´ik is the name of a pre-Columbian dish of Guatemala made Turkey stew with ingredients such as achiote,
cilantro and chiles. His name is Mayan and means kak = red and ik = chile.

kakigori
The kakigori is a Japanese dessert made from shaved ice topped with syrup or syrup flavors as strawberry, lemon,
grape, etc. It is sweetened with condensed milk sometimes added on the ice which is similar to a snow cone. Some
cafés serve it with ice cream and sweet bean paste.



kameko
Is a word short of origin Japanese that proceeds of kamera kozo (chico of the camera) or kamera otoko (man camera).
Are photographers that is dedicated to take photos of them contests of costumes of characters favorite to then give the
photo or put it in a gallery in display.

kamera
It is of a word that in several languages means camera photo.

kaneki
Kaneki is a Japanese surname whose significance is unknown. There is a character from the name Ken Kaneki, who is
the protagonist of the series Tokyo Ghoul in Japan.

keilyn
Keilyn is a name of unknown origin and meaning. It could be a variant of Kayleen or Kaylin, which in turn is derived from
Katherine which means pure, however this is not safe.

kila
It is the name of a city in the State of Montana, United States. Also is the name of a group of music traditional Irish.

kilian nombre
Kilian is of Gaelic origin (escoces-irlandes) and some consider it to be the Celtic equivalent of Cillian who in Irish means
quot; small Warrior quot;.

klk
Another acronym used very commonly in Messenger but coming from the <em>Spanglish </em>that speak them
Mexican Americans in United States. Its meaning is quot; <em>that what quot;</em> both in English and in Spanish.
Sometimes is used to tell <em>klk loko </em>an also very helpful term in the network.

klk manin
It is an expression used by young people in Dominican Republic to call it that on the street.Its meaning is ambiguous,
but means something more or less like: <em>wave brother or what guey.</em> Actually, does not think that or they
themselves know what wants to say.

kmk
KMK is an acronym for the name of an American music group called quot; Kottonmouth Kings quot; (Cotton mouth
Kings) emerged in California, United States in 1994.tambien is the name of a company of services of education, another
optometrist services and one of consulting in the United States.

kobani
Kobani, Kobane or Kobane is a city founded in the North of Syria, mostly inhabited by Kurds, although there are also
Arabs, Armenians and Turks. It name comes from the company railroad German Koban Railway Company which built a
station of railway around which emerged a village and then this city of 65,000 inhabitants.

kpa
kPa is a unit of pressure called kilopascal that is equivalent to 1000 pascals.KPA stands for the name of several



companies or companies in the United States.kPa (written with lowercase letters) could be quot; key process area quot;
in English that means key process area and refers to the evaluation of the processes of an organization.

krokodil
Krokodil (crocodile) is a relatively new drug that appeared in Russia in 2002. Its scientific name is desomorphine.  It is a
homemade drug whose harmful effects are very powerful.  It eats away the skin and make it green, scaly and unequal
as the of a crocodile.  The life expectancy of a drug addict is only one to two years.

la abreviatura uds
The abbreviation you means you. So you mean you and us means us.

la bandera olimpica
The Olympic flag is the symbol of the modern Olympic Games.  It consists of 5 rings of intertwined on a white
background, colors remain those colors Blue, black, red, yellow and green. The Olympic rings represent the union of the
5 continents (Africa, America, Asia, Europe and Oceania) twinned in the Olympic spirit.

la bombonera
The candy is a small box for storing chocolates. Also is a house or room small, cozy and Nice. He is known as La
Bombonera Stadium football team Boca Juniors of Argentina for its shape like a box of chocolates.

la burundanga
It is the popular name of a concoction of Afro-Cuban origin whose meaning is confusion or useless thing. Also are you
called burundanga or scopolamine to a drug highly toxic that causes amnesia partial, vision blurred and dryness in the
mouth. You say the drug of them violations because overrides the will of the people that it ingest, taking advantage of is
of them victims.

la canción groupie
Groupie is a person who seeks emotional and sexual intimacy with a famous musician. Also applies to young fans of a
singer or band which follow unconditionally. It subsequently expanded to celebrities of film, sport and literature. It is
mainly young girls who go to bed with musical idols and then boast about it in meetings with friends. They are
sometimes known as quot; wives of route quot;.

la corona de adviento
The Crown and the candles of advent is an array of leaves of pine, acorns and 4 candles of pagan origin which is
usually in the center of the table placed 4 weeks before Christmas. The tradition is to light a candle each week during
advent, which is the season that the Catholic Church and its faithful is preparing to welcome and celebrate the birth of
Jesus Christ. The word advent comes from the latin and means arrival.

la cruz de borgoña
It is of a former symbol of Spain.It is an emblem depicting the martyrdom and the cross where St. Andrew was crucified.
It amarraron to a cross in form of X where was suffering during three days before die, time that took to preach and
instruct in the religion Catholic to all which is approaching to see it.

la dislexia
Dyslexia is a word of Greek origin and difficulty in learning of reading in the children, without having any other intellectual
deficiency. The vast majority of people with dyslexia can overcome it with an adequate system of teaching to the level of



their needs. When writing is difficult for them, it is called disortografia.

la dura
Is an expression of origin Chilean that means the reality, the truth, it real or it true.<br>

la estelada
The estelada (in Spanish the starry) is an unofficial flag usually used by citizens of Catalonia independence ideology, or
by extension, the so-called Catalan countries.There are three main classes of Catalan esteladas:The estelada blava
(starry blue) which is the original, used by catalan nationalism not Marxist.The estelada vermella (starry red) that tends
to relate is with the defense of a State independent Socialist.The estelada verda (starry green) of character
independence of fight peaceful by the freedom of a country environmentalist, animal rights and humanist.

la expresion a machete
It gives the impression that this is an adverbial phrase of mode. The adverbial phrases are usually formed by a
preposition (to) more a (machete) noun, adjective, or adverb. They serve the same function as an adverb and therefore
are used to express and to modify the action of the verb. Examples: a foot, on the sly, little by little, wide, fashionable,
horseback riding, etc. As to the meaning of <em>a machete </em>, I don't know it. Hopefully someone else clarify
it.<br><br><br><br>

la hizo linda
It is an expression in some Latin American countries used to imply that something done was fine, nice, fun, fantastic.

la horma de su zapato
escampar is a verb that is used to notify when there is a nbsp; great storm or rainy much that has broken and already
does not drop anything. For example,<strong>you cleared</strong> already the storm?. <strong>He cleared</strong>
this in past perfect simple.

la mancuerna en el matrimonio
Cufflink is a word that means, figuratively, a couple of allies. The cufflink in marriage refers to the Alliance that forms a
pair of married persons, supporting each other, sharing rights and obligations for the benefit of both.

la mano de fatima
The hand of Fatima is a symbol Arabic shaped hand considered since antiquity as a powerful talisman used to protect
them from misfortune in general and the evil eye in particular. In some countries referred to as the eye of Fatima
because sometimes it takes an eye in the center of the hand. The Jews frequently called the hand of Miriam or hand
five.

la media raja
Another idiom Chilean that means having very good luck. The media is very good or very large and raja is lucky in the
Chilean youth jargon.

la palabra de dios
According to the Catholic religion, the word of God is in the Holy Bible, primarily in the Gospels. When the Holy
Scriptures are read, it is God himself who speaks to his people and Christ who announces the good news.His word not
only provides information, but it is the medium that uses Dios to reveal himself to us and we come to know the depth of
his love, it has a special sacramental power that makes us what proclaims. Proclaimed in the mass, this word is



effective, because not only tells about Dios and his will, but that us help to put in practice that will in our lives.

la paradoja de albilene
The Abilene paradox is a story that shows how the behavior in a group of people is sometimes contrary to what actually
these people want to do. Jerry b Harvey is a paradox management expert-authored in his 1988 book The Abilene
Paradox and other Meditations on Management, which shows as a family of 4 members (husband, woman and the
parents) make a 80-kilometre journey from Coleman, Texas to Abilene on a hot day without wanting to actually do it , but
no one dares to say no, to contradict each other.<br>

la shiva
Shiva is the God of the nature of the hindus. Is who dominates and controls the elements, can be beneficial or
malevolent. Establishes a coordination realistic among them beings subtle and those beings alive. Shiva in the Judaism,
is the name that receives the ritual of 7 days that hard the period of mourning of a family of first degree (parents,
brothers, sons, husbands) that has died. This ritual is known as the quot; quot sitting shiva. Begins immediately after the
burial in which the family assume the State of mourners and is together in house of the deceased to receive them
condolences of them visitors during 7 days.

lag
Lag means delay or tardiness. In networks, lag refers to the time it takes to perform a certain action and the response is
very slow and delayed. You have a lag in data processing, is to have a very long time in communication.

lahares
A lahar is a flow of sediment formed by mud, rocks and water that is emerges from the slopes of the volcanoes. Lahars
are flows that usually accompany a volcanic eruption.

laismo y ejemplos
The laísmo is the use of unaccented (without tonic accent), feminine pronouns of the third person (<strong><em>the
and the</em></strong>) as indirect complement. The complement indirect is the function that indicates the recipient or
beneficiary of the action of the verb.Examples: 1) Joaquin waved to my daughter - Joaquin <strong>the
</strong>greeted. (2) the teacher scolds to their students-the master <strong>the </strong>scolds. (3) I have to let my
paintings - <strong>have to leave </strong>or have to leave<strong>the.</strong> (4) the plane lost a wing-the aircraft
<strong>the </strong>lost.

lambiache
In fact, it's a word in disuse, synonym of lambiche or lambiscón. Is an idiom used in Mexico to appoint to a person
servile, barbera or fawning.

lamer los labios
Lick them lips to hydrate them with saliva not is recommended because the saliva is acidic and tends to dry them more.
There are people who tend to lick the lips to kiss, which is considered erotic and seductive.<br>

las espirales de nazca
The spirals of Nazca or Nasca are a series of holes spiraling, carefully constructed in one of the most arid (dry) regions
of the planet, to the South of Peru. It's strange aqueducts that were part of a sophisticated system of irrigation. The
place is famous for its huge drawings of geometric, visible from the air, and whose meaning remains a mystery.



las velas de adviento
SEE REPLY ON ADVENT WREATH

latam
Is likely that is concerned of an abbreviation in English of the word Latinamerica or latinamerican. The habit of
shortening words is characteristic of this language.

latifundio y minifundio
Latifundio is a word of latin which means land of large dimensions for farming. In Europe a large estate may have some
hundreds of acres, while in Latin America it can easily exceed ten thousandFarm is a farm in an area so small that
hinders their exploitation. In Spain tend to be 10 hectares, in other parts of the globe, the extension may be
different.Usually, the latifundio is characteristic of areas of plain, while the smallholdings are located mainly in areas
mountain by them own difficulties that presents the relief.

latir el ojo derecho
If beating the right eye means that eyelid as a tic shakes her, then it's a neurological problem often due to lack of sleep
or stress. It isn't anything serious, but it is convenient to go to the neurologist to diagnose and meet this annoying
condition.

latitud y longitud
Latitude and length are the coordinates geographical angular that allow form a system of reference to measure and
locate any point of the Earth expressed in degrees sexagesimal.Latitude measures any North-South angle between any
point and ecuador. The lines of latitude are called parallel.The length measures the angle East-West along the ecuador
from any point of the Earth. Length lines are maximum circles that pass through the poles and are called
meridians.Combining these two angles you can express and find the position of any point on Earth.

le dio la wea
This is another Chilean regionalism or whose meaning is angry or got angry.

le faltan palos pal puente
Another expression of Chilean origin whose meaning is that a person is wrong of the head, which is crazy or insane.

le male
Le Male is the name of a fragrance for men launched in 1995 by Jean Paul Gaultier. Its name comes from the word
quot; you quot; in French which means quot; the or the quot; and the word quot; male quot; in English that means quot;
male or male quot;.

le ponen la corona
When a King put him or follow him the Crown on the head means that he begins his reign. The Crown is placed on the
head as a sign of prize, reward or dignity and can be flowers, branches or metallic.  Imposed on Christ a Crown of
thorns as a sign of derision before crucify him.

lechazo asado
The roasted baby lamb is a dish that is prepared to roasting a young lamb, even without weaning.Lamb lamb or lamb
takes his nickname from the status of breastfeeding with milk.In the kitchen Spanish is very popular this roast mainly in
Castile and Leon.



lego star wars
LEGO is the name of a company and brand of toys Danish manufacturer of video games. One of those games is the of
Star Wars or Guerra of the galaxies, as is called the famous film in Mexico.

leoncio
Leontius was a Byzantine Emperor (660-706) that United few years at the end of the 7TH century. During his brief reign
(695-698), the Byzantines lost its province of North Africa (Carthage) which fell into the hands of the Arabs.

lerdo durango
Lerdo is the name of a city in the Mexican State of Durango. located 250 kilometers from the capital of the State, which
is part of the Comarca Lagunera call altogether with other cities such as Gómez Palacio, Torreón, and more.Lerdo city
has its origin closely linked to Spain, when in may 1598 the Mission of evangelization called Mission San Juan de caste
by the missionary Jesuit Juan Agustín de Espinoza, assisted by Captain Antonio Marín Zapata, originally from Madrid,
arrived at the banks of the river Nazas and gave place to the first Spanish settlement in La Laguna, Durango.Lerdo city
owes its name to the illustrious liberal Mexican Miguel Lerdo de Tejada.

lerrouxistas
He is called lerrouxista to the person who is in favour of the lerrouxismo. The lerrouxismo is a Spanish political
movement that managed to separate the Catalan working class, from its origin, using demagogy. Some consider it one
populism more. Its name comes from the founder of the party Republican Radical (PPR) Alejandro Lerroux García, a
Spanish politician of Republican ideology.

letrado patrocinante
Lawyer is a man wise, learned, educated and of letters.Today is you called counsel general to any lawyer. In Spain this
term applies to lawyers who assume legal assistance of public entities or prepare opinions of institutions.He sponsoring
is who promotes or defends a cause and has power to it. Therefore, sponsoring lawyer is the lawyer who has the power
to defend a cause in a trial.

levantar el puño derecho
Lift the right fist originally meant a military salute. Subsequently began to use a sign of struggle in some sectors of the
population, mainly partisan political organizations and trade unions.  Later it was used as a sign of protest and
dissatisfaction by some minority groups. It has now become a symbol of the so-called socialism of the 21st century, a
populist, radical movement associated with undemocratic regimes.

levantarse a alguien
According to the youth slang in Costa Rica it means to be a girl and have sex with her.

levantarse algo
Of Costa Rica's youth parlance means stealing or grabbing something that is not theirs.

lexis
In Linguistics, lexis (vocabulary in Spanish) is the complete set of all possible words in a language or language.

lgbt
LGBT is an acronym designating collectively to lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people.These acronyms have
been established as a means of identification and have been adopted by the majority of media in English-speaking



countries and communities.This community is represented by the six-color Rainbow flag with horizontal stripes.

li en chino
Li is Chinese surname more popular that exists in the world.  In China they carry it close to 100 million people and he is
written before the name.  Example: Li Peng, Li Ning, etc. Li is also a unit of Chinese traditional length amounting
currently to 500 metres.  A modern li consists of 1500 chis.  Currently translates as Chinese mile.

libamenes
The dictionary of the Royal Academy Spanish defines the word <em>libamen </em>as quot; offering in the sacrifice
quot;. It is a word of latin consisting of an offering ritual of the ancients to a divinity to pouring a liquid (like wine or oil) on
the floor or an altar.

limpisimo
Termination quot; isimo quot; in words, it means something extraordinary, beyond the normal or everyday. Examples:
grande-grandisimo, bueno-buenisimo, limpio-limpisimo, etc.

linea fina azul en autopistas
The thin blue line on motorways in Spain indicates through which the optical fiber that has been deployed to build lines
that they cross territories. The fiber optic is a cable that carries light instead of electric current by means of a laser beam
and replaces the telephone wire.  It is formed by filaments of glass with a thickness of a human hair-like and they are
virtually immune to interference.<br>

lipomatosis multiple
Multiple, also known as familial multiple lipomatosis, lipomatosis is a rare considered disease characterized by the
presence of numerous lipomas encapsulated in the neck, trunk, and extremities. Lipomas are generally (greasy) fatty
benign tumors that do not cause pain or major problem in if you have them, with the exception perhaps of their
appearance. It is a hereditary condition occasionally appearing in certain family members over the age of 30 years and
rarely in children under that age.<br><br>

litecoin
See explanation in question about <strong> <em>bitcoin.</em></strong>

litotricia renal
Lithotripsy kidney frequently is a medical technique that involves grinding and throw stones or stones which are formed
in the kidney to be removed and disposed of without the need for major surgery.

lmao
It's the acronym for quot; <strong>i</strong> <em>n <strong>m</strong>and <strong>to</strong>rrogant
<strong>or</strong>pinion quot;</em> (in my arrogant opinion),Is used to contrast the old and worn English cliche quot;
in my humble opinion quot; (in my humble opinion) already out of fashion.

lmao
In medicine, IMAO stands for inhibitor of monoamine oxidase. It is a drug that is used as an antidepressant and its main
application is in neurology and Psychiatry.In social networks, there is also this acronym which comes from the
expression in English quot; in my arrogant opinion quot; meaning quot; in my arrogant opinion quot;. Arises in contrast of
the old and worn out cliche in English IMHO = quot; in my humble opinion quot; meaning quot; IMHO quot;.



lo peta
It is an expression used in Spain that can have several meanings.Originally the verb petar meant pleasing, like or
indulge in the colloquial form. It is currently used also in family way as meaning explode, explode, filling, cramming, or
succeed.Be PETA or petado want to say be full, be strong or be tired. All depends of the sense of the sentence with that
is use this word.

loca mania
A hobby is an obsession, custom exaggerated or excessive taste for something.  Therefore, a crazy hobby is habit
excessive do something apparently absurd, without thinking or so rampant.

log
The word log is an anglicism which is equivalent to the word blog in Spanish.In computer science, is a record of events
during a certain period of time. Is used to register data or information about an event that occurs for a device or
application.Of this same term comes from the word blog, which is a contraction of web log.

logear
It is an anglicism emerged on the Internet coming from the verb <em>to log in </em>in English which means register to
login on any page. Some people write it <em>log </em>(with u) which seems more appropriate given the weak sound of
the g in combination with the e.

loi
The word loi can have multiple meanings depending on the subject that is concerned. Therefore, is necessary to know
the theme to is concerns for treat of find its meaning.

loquay
Loquay is a surname of French origin likely without known meaning. It is also the name of an international manufacturer
of hair dye.

los 4 monos sabios
In reality are only 3 wise monkeys, although in some countries there are 4, but it is not known what represents the
fourth.Is is of 3 prints of wood with form of monkey whose gestures represent 3 tips.Their names are Kikazaru (the mono
that not hears), Iwazaru (the mono that not speaks) and Mizaru (the mono that not sees) and is refers to three virtues
that should have them children when are small to not see, say and hear things bad, because still not can differentiate it
good of it bad and with the time will learn to be cautious.The legend of the 3 wise monkeys originated in China but
became popular in Japan where they was enshrined in the Temple of Toshogu in Nikko city.<br>

los animales de poder
In shamanism, it is recognized that all persons have a power animal or totem that takes care of them, protects and
guides for life.Each animal's power is a reflection of the be more deep and also represents the qualities that are
necessary in this world and that sometimes is are hidden.Any animal can be of power, no matter if is fierce or not, like a
mouse.

los colores colores en psicologia
Colors in psychology or psychology of colors, is the study of the effects it produces in our minds and in our behavior,
different colors to be seen by the human eye.



loza sanitaria
Sanitary pottery is a ceramic material used in the manufacture of appliances and cookware sanitary (toilets), from
painted fired clay.

lugar donde se emplea gallo pinto
Gallo pinto is the cock that has stains dark in the plumage. In Spain and some Latin American countries they train him to
fight or fight in a pen with other roosters.Gallo pinto is also a dish typical in some countries Central American made
primarily from rice and beans refried or casseroles.quot; Place where used gallo pinto quot; could be an expression
whose meaning know, either, is refers to the country or countries where is eats this dish or is employs this animal for
fight.

lumbersexual
Is a term used to call to those men with appearance of lumberjack or mountain.They are characterized by wear beard,
scruffy hair, dress shirt and boots hiking type.<em>Lumber </em>in English means wood, firewood.

lurpia
Lurpia is a word of Galician origin which means evil and mean-spirited woman who gets into trouble for others.  It is also
used as a synonym for witch.

lurpias
The word lurpia appears to be an insult in Galician witch, meaning evil and mean-spirited and also prostitute women.

machiuis
This word is separated by a point and is part of the address of a Web site in Japanese. The address is: http: //machiu. is
- mine. NET.  Apparently Machiu is part of the name of a person named Matthew Machiu Masuda.

macrolengua
The macrolengua refers to a language existing in the form of different varieties, without necessarily being
comprehensible between si, but they are considered dialects of the same language. Often refers to a group of several
strictly related languages without having each a specific name and by cultural, religious, etc.  they are considered a
single language. They are macrolenguas for example, the Arabic, Chinese, quechua, nahuatl, Sardinian and several
indigenous languages of the world.

macrosocial
In the study of society (men, women and children), sociologists generally used two approaches: the macro-social and
the social. Macro and micro are two Greek prefixes that written at the beginning of some words mean: macro = large
and micro = small.  Therefore the macrosociologia focuses on society on a large scale, composed of a large group of
individuals, such as large companies, a club or association, a town or even a whole country. While the microsociology
focuses on what they do and think the people individually and how they interact with other individuals.

made in prc
Made in PRC is it same that Made in China.PRC are the acronym in English of People´s Republic of China (Republic
Popular of China) that is the name official of this country.

madelo explotador primario
Evening is a name of unknown origin and meaning. A primary operator can refer to a factory, machinery or equipment



designed to extract or remove something important, valuable or necessary in its natural state. For example, extract
minerals such as gold and silver from a mine. It is primary because it is the first, the Basic or the main said. Also
because there could be a secondary, supplementary or minor.

magnitude
Magnitude in English means magnitude in Spanish. It is the characteristic that bodies can be measured.Figuratively, is
the greatness or importance of something. Example: The magnitude of a disaster.In economics, is a generic abstract
concept that includes all amounts uniform prices, products, costs, etc.

magullones
Bruises are bumps or bruises suffered by some tissue, leaving a stain but not produce wound. Used mainly on fruit and
some vegetables, which was bruised during the transport.

magyna
Magina is the name of an antimago known also as the Mage killer in one of the maps of the game mental Warcraft III,
called DotA (Defense of the Ancients). It is the greater adversary of all intelligent heroes.

mahlon
Mahlon is a biblical figure in the old testament. Was son of Elimelech and Naomi.Because of a famine that occurred in
the time of the judges, is moved with their parents and their brother Chilion, of Bethlehem, Judah to Moab, where
contracted marriage with Ruth, a Moabite. However he and his brother died without leaving descendants by marrying
two women Moabites and having transgressed Jewish law.Its name means weak, sick, invalid.

mailear
Mailear is a hybrid verb formed from the English word quot; <em>mail quot;</em> that means mail and completion or
suffix quot; <em>ar quot;</em> in Spanish with which verbs are formed. Also are you known as anglicism to a word
derived from the English.Its meaning is quot; write and send emails quot;.

mal quedas
Is an expression used colloquially to give to understand that someone cause a bad impression or disappointment with
his behavior. Look bad is equivalent to fail, do not give the expected result.

mal vivir
The verb malvivir (is writes all together) means live with difficulties or penalties, live badly, in the poverty or miserably,
some times to committing crimes.

malba
Malba is the name of a city and Art Museum in Buenos Aires, Argentina. If the searched Word is <em style="font-weight
:  bold;">mauve </em>then it has two meanings. 1) perennial herbaceous plant that grows wild at the edges of roads
and has some medicinal uses. (2) pale violet pink similar to the color of mauve flower. In the familiar sense, raise
hollyhocks means to be dead and buried.  Be as a mauve is to be docile and gentle.  He was born the mauve means
being born of humble birthplace.

maletear
In Peruvian slang quot; quot; maletear means talking about behind someone. On the back say you quot; suitcase
quot;.Maletear also means hitting or paste. Example: it maletearon in the district.



mamisonga
In the jargon of Puerto Rico mamisonga means young woman and sexy or sex symbol.

mancorbdora
That Word does not exist or is written incorrectly. If the searched Word is <em style="font-weight: bold;">mancornadora
</em>then it is a mexicanismo whose meaning is quot; woman who cheats on her husband (putting the horns) or who
goes with two men at the same time quot;. The verb <em>mancornar </em>means to topple a res taking it by the horns
or join two cattle by tying them horns. Hence the term quot; putting horns quot; which is equivalent to being unfaithful.

mandar a freir esparragos
It is a colloquial form of sending someone to do something ponderous, slow, so is entertaining on other side and do not
disturb or remove time. Its origin dates from the 19th century in Spain when it knew that FRY asparagus was a very
time-consuming job, contrary to cook them, which was done to the first boil.

mandar besos
Sending kisses is synonymous with send kisses. One of the meanings of the verb send is sent, make something or
someone is carried or moved somewhere.For example: send a letter by mail

mandarse
quot; Send quot; It is a verb that has at least two or more meanings depending on the country and is in use. In Mexico, it
is used in familial form and means be exceeded at something or someone. Example: You do not send costs. In Peru it
equals the colloquial form of quot; long quot; i.e. leave or leave suddenly. Also used with other verbs to mean an order,
custom, or Commission. Examples: send make, send you bring, etc.

mandragonas
That Word does not exist. If the searched Word is <em style="font-weight: bold;">Mandrake </em>then is an herb
whose name comes from the latin and Greek and their likely meaning is quot; harmful to the livestock quot;. It is a plant
of warm regions whose forked root resembles the shape of the human body. In the past many virtues attributed to him
and used in sorcery practices. In medicine it was used as a strong narcotic.

mangaka
It is a compound word of Japanese to refer to the creator of a comic strip or comic book.Used to refer to the authors of
manga outside Japan. In Japanese <em>manga</em> means comic and <em>ka</em> is an aggregate which means
quot; creator quot;. Altogether, the word mangaka is a honorary degree that indicates quot; master quot;.

manin
Manin is a surname and a name of some people. In Dominican Republic, manin means friend, brother, buddy.

mannequin challenge
They are two words in English that mean quot; the challenge or challenge mannequin quot;.It's a trend in fashion of
filming a video and spread it on the Internet where people (like a mannequin) as stands usually heard the song quot;
Black Beatles quot; musical background.

manre
Apparently Manre is a name Canaanite whose meaning is quot; wealth quot;.It is also a surname and the name of a
French village.



manta guapo
Manta has several meanings. One of them is a piece in certain regional costumes. The handsome Word is used in
colloquial manner for a garment that is used on bank holidays or very special days. Therefore, a handsome blanket
could well be a piece of a regional costume used in special occasions or holidays.

marabo
There is this word in the dictionary.Marabo (with M capital letter and accent in the or) is the name of a neighborhood in
Argentina.Exu-Marabo is the name of a divinity of the occult sciences.Marabo (without accent) could also be a name
fictional or invented to the join the first letters of two or more words. Example:<strong> </strong>MARrtinez and lawyers.

marcarse un farol
Check, drop or throw a bluff means saying something exaggerated or promise something without any basis. Is synonym
of lie, cheat or exaggerate in Spain.

marcarse un triple
In basketball, mark a triple is a shot long to basket that is worth 3 points.Teens use this term when someone boasts
something that does not know or exaggerate.

mareos cervicales
The vertebrae of the neck which normally we call neck, have function to hold our head up. Is is of seven parts where is
very usual that is focus the tension, due to bad postures, wear or anxiety, which are associated to the
dizziness.Dizziness is caused by neurovascular compression due to degenerative changes in the vertebrae, inevitably
producing rigidity, or to a decompensation due to problems between the details of the movement of the neck with the
information from the hearing and sight.Another possible cause is stress causing gallbladder cause tension and blockage
in the neck being a reflex of this problem.

mariquiar
Costa Rica says it mariquiar in search of a sex partner by a homosexual person.According to the jargon youth Costa
Rican mariquiar is synonymous of cry.

mas se perdio en cuba
The expression quot; More was lost in Cuba quot; It makes reference to the war in the United States defeated the
Spanish Navy during the Cuban revolution in 1868-1898 in which Spain lost its colonies of Cuba, Puerto Rico and the
Philippines.  It is an analogy to minimize any loss or failure by comparing it with another of greater importance, such as
when Spain lost its colonial empire. The full expression would be: more is lost in Cuba and they returned to singing.

mas vale onza de talento que libra de ciencia
The ounce and pound are units of weight. Oz is less heavy and is equivalent to one twelfth of the weight of the
pound.Saying quot; MAS vale ounce of talent that pound of science quot; It expresses that it is preferable to have a bit
of talent (an ounce) and put it into practice, that know a lot (one pound) on science or scientific questions and not to use
them or get them out.

mascarpone
The mascarpone is the name of a cheese of the North of Italy (Lombardy).Is is of a cheese fresh retrieved from the
preparation of cream of milk, cream and acid citric or acid aceticIt owes its name from the Lombard dialect
<em>mascherpia or mascarpia </em>which means cream or ricotta.



master class
Master class (class teacher or master) is a class given to students of a particular discipline by an expert in that
discipline. Basically is refers to classes of music, but also can be painting, art dramatic or any other branch of the Arts
where is requires develop skills specific or of specialization.

matlaktli wan nawi totome
They are words of Náhuatl origin that means: 14 birds.maktlaktli wan nawi = 14 totome = birds

má atra que las güeas del chancho
It is of an expression of it jargon Chilean that means get to the last in all.Is an expression vulgar that wants to say
literally quot; more behind that the testicles of the pig quot;

más contento que unas pascuas
The Passover for Jews and Christians is a synonym for quot; party quot;. It is the commemoration of the departure from
Egypt of the Israelites, who fled a massacre safe and on their way to the promised land, the future Israel. Hence the
expression to be happier than a Christmas.

me encantas
I love you wants to say that you like much to someone another person or thing... Example: I love chocolate.Love is a
verb that is used mainly in sense figured to give to understand that something or someone it attracts as if out of magic or
spellbound.

me facinas
The word fascinate means to attract, seduce and enchant.I fascinate is an expression that gives to understand that a
person you like to another of way special, that you love and calls much your attention.

me la suda
It is a vulgarismo used in Spain for teenagers to imply that you don't mind something or give a damn about that matter. It
is a derogatory and little polite way of saying that you are not interested or that you despise it because it has no
importance to you.

me la trae fresca
In accordance with the jargon youth Spanish, means that something don't you matter, feel indiferencia.o lack of interest.

me renta
Spanish expression which means it's worth me, have me account.

mecos albeit
Mecos means semen or sperm. Albeit is a conjunction in English meaning however, however, though. The meaning of
the two words together is not understandable unless prayer is known or the general context of which they form part.

medalit
Medalit or Medalith is a Peruvian name of unknown meaning.



media crew
In English, <em>media </em>means media and <em>crew </em>means crew or staff on board. The literal translation of
<em>media crew </em>would then be personnel or crew of media.

melancia
Melancia is a word of Portuguese origin whose meaning in Spanish is watermelon.

melon music
Cantaloupe Music is the name of a store of music in line South Korean. The name is an acronym of the words
<em>melody on.</em>

meme
Meme comes from the Greek word quot; <em>mimema quot;</em> which means imitation. It represents a form of
cultural propagation, a means for people transmit social memories or cultural ideas between themselves. The meme is a
term used to describe an idea or symbol that spreads rapidly in viral form (such as a virus) on the Internet.

memes
This question was already answered some time ago. There is that search the answer around 15 or 20 pages back
approximately

menoscabo laboral
Prejudice is the action and effect of undermining. Undermine is a verb that means undermine a thing by removing him a
part. Figuratively it means damage or subtracting quality to something and also harm or harm anyone. Labour means
relative to the work. Therefore, work impairment is damage or injury at work.

merar
Lowering a liquid with water to reduce the concentration or the degree of alcohol

merme
It is a Chilean slang meaning is silly. Also be used soup or cake with the same meaning.

metafora y ejemplos
A metaphor (with emphasis on the quot; quot; intermediate) is an expression related to some object or idea in particular
but that is applied to another word or phrase to imply that there is similarity between them. Examples-your eyes are two
constellations. It refers to that person's eyes shine as two constellations. Pearls of your mouth. Refers to having white
teeth like pearls. I came flying from the work. It means that that person became apresuradamente of his work.

meter bucos
This question was already answered yesterday.

meter bucos
According to the dictionary, buco is the goat, an opening or slit and synonym for place.However, give Puffbirds means
giving blows or punches in youth jargon in Spain.



mexi camali
It is likely that mexi is an abbreviation of mexica, Mexican or Mexican. Camali or Kamali is an Arabic name which means
quot; spirit guide or protective quot;.

métele chala
Is an idiom of the jargon youth Chilean whose meaning is hurry you, rush you, make it more quickly.

mi gozo en un pozo
It is an expression used in the case of disenchantment and disappointment. It means that it has failed in what had hopes
and did not turn out as expected. A well is synonymous of disillusion, of deposit of things unrecoverable.

mi hersh
It is a variant of the way how they say in Costa Rica to anyone on an informal basis in accordance with the youth slang.
Other forms are mae, mop or pa.y does not mean anything, just are idioms.

miedo escénico
Is the fear or insecurity that experiences a person of talk, act or behave is before a public numerous present in an event
or scenario, as a concert, a work of theatre or a speech multitudinous. It is an obstacle that can be overcome with
practice.

miedo reverencial
Doctrine canonística has defined the reverential fear as quot; <em>the estimated or belief in a bad future that is fears
receive of those under whose authority us find quot;.</em>The adjective quot; reverential quot; attached to the word
quot; fear quot; It serves to express as an excess in respect and esteem (reverentia in latin) that is due to parents,
elderly, top people, etc., is likely to degenerate into a loss of freedom, which can even break the validity of consent such
as marriage.

miguel de cervantes
He is considered to Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra as gloria of Spanish letters. Playwright, novelist and poet, is
considered the greatest Spanish writer of all time and one of the best universal writers. He has enriched the Spanish
language, as Shakespeare did with the English in England. His work Summit, Don Quixote of the stain, it began to write
in the prison to end of the century XVI making is in a success universal of reading forced.

miguel de cervantes
The answer is a few questions ago, on this same page.

milanga
Milanga is a term used by Argentina which means Milanese youth slang.

milf
MATURE is a not-so-young Pornstar (between 40-55 years) which is usually mother but still retains some sexy sexy. It
is an acronym in English of <em>Mom I´d Like to Fuck </em>which in Spanish means MOM I'd like to fornicate (make
the sexual act). MATURE is also an Islamic separatist armed group in the Philippines. Its full name in English is
<em>Moro Islamic Liberation Front</em> , which in Spanish is Moro Islamic Liberation Front.



millenials
The millennial is a generation of young people born between 1981 and 1995 which have between 20 and 35 years of
age and who became adults with the turn of the Millennium (hence its name). It is the generation of future consumers
and users of services in a substantial market with new features, needs and demands.

ministérico
It is as they are told in Spain to fans or fans of the series the Ministry of time and that they have filled Internet stories,
illustrations and comments of this fiction Spanish arising in 2015.

ministéricos
By 2015 appeared on Spanish television a new series that caused a sensation called the Ministry of time. It also
emerged a number of fans or followers of the series that are called ministericos, people fans and enthusiasts of this
production on the Internet.

ministro en funciones
A Deputy Minister is exercised by the post of Minister in the Government instead of another. In functions, in this case,
means being in charge and under its responsibility that delegated by the President or Prime Minister or functions
conferred by law.

mirarse el ombligo
Look is the navel is an expression that is used to give to understand that a person is leaves to the complacency and to
the self-centeredness, i.e., is focuses in itself same and is forget of them others. The origin of this expression comes
from an ancient custom of Christian monks hesicastas of the Greek Orthodox Church, who used to drop the head during
meditation, as if you were viewing the navel.

mirsa l nombre
Mirsa or Mirza is a name of Persian origin whose meaning is doubtful. Some believe that it is an honorific title that is
equivalent to quot; Mr quot; In Spanish. Others say it means quot; son of Prince quot;. Because it is a foreign proper
name ended in quot; to quot; used as a feminine name in some countries such as Spain, which is perfectly valid.

mis condolencias
My condolences is an expression that is used to express the weigh or pain by some made miserable, as the death of
any person. Condoler it means to complain.

misericordia de dios
Mercy is a term that comes from the latin, is a virtue that drives to help, compassionate and forgiving. For Christianity,
the mercy of God is a divine attribute that believers ask God have mercy and forgive their sins and disobedience though
it is not deserved.

mito en filosofia
The myth is a fantastic and fabulous story that describes what happened in antiquity but in imaginary form, unfounded or
real bases. You can try epics or heroic deeds explaining the beginning of the history of a people, of humanity or the
beginning of the world. In philosophy, the myth gave origin to the quot; logos quot; that is the word intelligible (that only
is known by the understanding), although the myth was and continues being the base of the reality philosophical.

mito o leyenda



These two words often evoke jointly, as the union of meanings between the two is spontaneous. A myth is a wonderful
narrative starring gods, heroes, or fantastic characters that explains or gives meaning to certain facts or phenomena that
are part of the belief system of a people or culture. A legend is a popular narrative that has a real event of its kind that is
passed on in oral or written form from generation to generation, and includes elements of fiction and sometimes
supernatural characters.

mitradel
MITRADEL stands for Ministry of labor and workforce development in Panama.

miudiño
Or miudiño, Spain is a song popular Galician that is sung as a hymn by some fans to the football in Galicia, Spain.With
regard to the meaning of this word, not was can find it.

moción de censura
The motion of censorship is a proposition presented in an Assembly political to express dissatisfaction with the
Government.It is a procedure whereby the political parties with representation in the lower House of Parliament in
plenary, may require the responsibility to the Executive branch.

mocorito
The municipality of Mocorito is located in the State of Sinaloa. The city of the same name was declared a pueblo Mágico
recently in September 2015. The name means: quot; Place where people speak the dialect cahita quot; or quot; Place
where inhabit the Indian Mays or macorita quot;.

modaba
Apparently quot; modaba quot; is is of a synonym of quot; we gave quot; although not is safe.It is a word that does not
exist in the dictionary, which is not surprising.

modelo lean
Lean in English means flexible, slender, greaseless. The model lean is a slender process of manufacturing. The slender
word refers to the description of a company or process free of waste and inefficiency and that is carried out with the
minimum of resources. It is a management tool of continuous improvement which dramatically decreases the time in
which the customer places an order until it receives the product or service, by eliminating waste or unnecessary
activities that do not add value to the process.

monchar
It is an idiom used in Costa Rica, which means eating. The moncha is food or hunger.

monguer
It is a word invented in social networks to be used instead of idiot, imbecile, delayed mental.  Its origin is unknown.

monopsonio y oligopsonio
The oligopsony is a situation of imperfect competition that arises in a market where there is a small number of applicants
or consumers in which control over the prices and the quantities of a product is deposited. The benefits, therefore,
concentrate on buyers (which sometimes are intermediaries) and not the producers, which are handicapped by not
receiving a reasonable price for their products.A monopsony is a type of market in which there is a single buyer or
plaintiff instead of several. It is also an imperfect competition since the price of the goods or services is determined by



the only applicant, who possesses greater power and buyers must be adapted to your requirements.

mood
The translation of quot; <em>mood quot;</em> English to the Spanish can have several meanings. It means humor,
emotional state of temporary mood and grammatical mode state. Examples: Keep the good mood is important. Rain
affects my state of mind. The subjunctive is complicated.

morbo en españa
Curiosity comes from the latin <em>quot; quot; morbus</em> that means disease. Familiarly used to designate the
hidden attraction to someone or something forbidden, nasty or immoral. Morbid is a sick person who reveals an
unhealthy physical or psychological state.

morbo tikura
((The word morbid has two significados.1) interest unhealthy or attraction towards events desagradables.2) in medicine,
is a disease or alteration of her health. Tikura seems to be a name or surname Malaysian or Japanese. Morbid tikura
probably refers to the name of a disease discovered by Tikura, or to the unhealthy interest towards this person.

morder los labios al besar
Biting lips kissing usually is a sign of a sensual and passionate kiss. Gently biting the lip of another person shows
passion, love and desire.

mordor
Mordor is a lost place, where orcs and humans were hiding in the Lord of the rings.This name is used to refer it to a site
far. That is, if a girl is at the center of the city and must go to a remote place, it says: <em>I go to Mordor.</em>

morir con la boca abierta
Most of the people died, do with their mouths open.  The reason is that upon the death of all the muscles in the body are
relaxed and losing control of the lower jaw, so it is necessary to secure with a band around the head. Happens
something like sleeping face-up, in which the body relaxes and the jaw muscles are no longer tensed, causing the
mouth to open.

morir con las botas puestas
It is a popular saying which means to die working or in full work, fulfilling his duty. It is a similarity that is made with the
soldiers in the war who died in the middle of the fight with the footwear since.

morir en la rueda
Death or dying at the wheel is a Chilean expression that means loyally follow a secret and keep silence without saying
anything.It refers to the wheel used in the middle ages to torture and apply torture prisoners to confess.

morlaco cuenca
Morlaco is a word that has several acepcionesProviene Italian morlacco quot; quot; that means rustic man.  It is also the
adjective of a population of shepherds in Morlaquia, an ancient European country. By extension, says bikes to who
pretends to be stupid or ignorant, lacking reason or understanding. Morlaco is also a fighting bull's large size. In
America, is a hard weight, the patacón.  a one ounce silver coin.  In several countries of America. this word is equivalent
to quot; money quot;. Cuenca is a city of Ecuador and says its settlers bulls.



morlaquia
Morlaquia is an ancient European country situated in the region of the eastern shore of the Adriatic Sea, North of
Dalmatia (today Croatia). In Ecuador, the morlaquia refers to the Customs and culture of the inhabitants of the
municipality of Cuenca.

mossack fonseca
Mossack Fonseca is one of those many offices established in Panama that is dedicated to register societies offshore
(companies foreign) so can operate with certain benefits in countries known as quot; havens tax quot;. This and other
many more offices, were discovered by journalists and made known to the public as part of an investigation of
documents known as the roles of Panama.


